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Telpher Tracks and Switches ; also TramwaysShowing 
and Hatchways.

V ■minai at St. Louis, 
platforms

are prepared to install them in 
saving in the cost of handling 

of the installation in from one to 
the amount and kind of freight 

asserted that certain manufacturers

of manufacturing concerns 
large houses guaranteeing a 
that will pay the expense 

years, depending on 
It has been ■

install overhead electrical appliances which

QBe^tedCarriers* this fact enables a plant

haul.
In a

installed and 
is quiteto be 

where there
comparatively low cost, evenMo two

handled, 
will agree to
would transfer freight 1,500 feet at a cost of 5 cents per ton

that every 
carrier and

desirable 
covered by the

Terminal Company.

height terminal it is always 
tQot of

S1hare
space should be

*With
the Montreal Tunnel and

BUSFIELD, B. Sc., A.C.G.I.*By J- S
issue, page 680.)from last

rier,There are a number of different systems of telpher car. 
seem Use t0"day which are giving satisfactio , yery 
efgc-S t0 be a method capable of development & 
isT*1 Service. It has been proved that dis**» of « ^ 

comparatively small factor in the cost of

(Continued
this is very hard to accomplish with an ordinary telpher, ex

method of “transferage” designed by Mr. W.cept by a
McL Harding, of New York, which will be described later. 

Telpher carriers are now becoming such a regular fea- 
in connection with freight handling that quite a numberture

Contents of this issue on page 723
^2jume 24 Toronto, May 15, 1913
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Company’s Terminal at St. Louis.
These telphers are designed to carry a maxim jD 0O 

i ton and an average of i.ooo lbs. for each tn ^gb1 
tion the trucks carried by the telpher are w e

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Terminal

and switches at each end. A detail view of the carrier truck 
and running track is shown in Fig. 9- Tins type is illustrat
ed as being a general sample of a great number of telphers

Fig. 10.—General Plan of
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Fig. g.—Details of Telpher Carrier and Truck.

the round trip of 3,000 feet, 
telpher would be 500 feet per 
picking up and setting down the 
travelling speed i,5°o feet per minute.

j 0f e»cb
ed °forThe average spe

of the Erie Railroad. A general plan of the houses is given 
in Fig 8 It will be seen that there is one inbound platform 
and two outbound 1,400 feet long with a carrier running down 
the centre of each platform and connected with cross tracks

minute, including

Volume 24-CANADIAN ENGINEERTHE708
the three

one time on tn 
indicated by the ^ ^ g 

in Fig. 7, would be able to handle 1,000 tons of freU^ ^ 
day of 20 hours, allowing each machine 6 minutes

Ten machines operating atin use.
tracks keeping to the regular routes

costing more thanfor that portion of the work which is now 

25 cents per ton.
A typical arrangement of an .

is that in operation at the Bergen, N.J., freight house
overhead telpher carrier

system
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709engineerCANADIANTHEMay i5, I913-
into small platforms or trucks on wheels, which 

picked up bodily by the telpher.
located longitudinally above the 

direction at right angles to the 
are provided for

is loaded up
the freight cars, where they are loaded up with merchant!^ 

®?d lhen wheeled out to the centre of the plat or ^ and 
er carrier comes along overhead, picks up 

Carries it to the outbound cars, where it is n >5
f,°Slte to the car into which the load is to be deposited 

en wheeled into the car and unloaded from e

The cost of handling in this manner 
? Cents per ton, exclusive of the labor cost 
0ad from the car to its position below the te P er.

The Missouri, Kansas and Texas Terminal Co P' ^ ^
yected at St. Louis a double deck freight termi of

°bject of reducing the terminal costs, congestion and 
lme ln handling L.C.L. freight.

in turn are
The telpher runways are 

platforms, i.e., in a 
the lower floor.

wagon 
tracks on
each of the 42-foot platforms and for

other 82-foot platform is supplied with four 
ways. The wheeled platforms and all the loads are 
ferred from the cars to the teams and vice versa, through a 
number of hatchways in the floor to the upper level. These 
hatchways are placed over the low level platforms and below 
the telpher runways, and so spaced that there is one hatch
way for every two cars. Practically no trucking is done on 

level because all the transferring of freight is
hatch-

Two runways 
one of the 82-foot plat-

run-
forms, the trans-

had been figured at 
of trucking the

the lower
handled by the telphers which pick up the load at one

and take it to any other hatchway over the car to which
thtfload is to be taken, here the load is lowered to the cars.

18 telphers, 16 of which are of 2-ton7'Z At present there are 
capacity and the remaining 2 are of 6 tons capacity.

wheeled platforms or trucks each 4 feetThere are 100
wide and 6% feet long, supported on two 10-inch side wheels.

wheels at each end. An arrangement of ratchet 
to move a full loaded truck

Small castor 
lever is fitted to enable one man 

incline. The telpher machine can hoist theseeven up an , , . . .
trucks at a speed of 60 feet per minute and travel with them
at 500 feet per minute.

In addition to the telpher system there are 17 jib cranes 
attached to the building columns for loading and unloading

Fourteen of these are

X
\S

Fig. 12.—Transfer System.

t Jhe ground floor of this terminal is oc™ for tbe 
recC.S and cars, and the upper floor is kept 1^freight is all 
tran^’ dellvery and storage of freight. c versa
X S erred from the cars to the upper oor nways of
ChT ?f M —head telphere SySteThe;e ru-Iys = 

are located over the second story. , . tbe;;rto°SS house at right angles to the tracks and 

of ,u dlrecti°n as the teamways and platforms. as
to L\h°«== i= a track connecting .11 -he «°? T“«les a. 
the dbe comPlete circuits for the telphers. icity. A
,4Se end tracks are automatically operated by electricity 

. eral plan of the building arrangement
• and a view of the team floor, telpher trac 
aVs in Fi

the freight from and to the wagons.
and three of 5 tons capacity.

Transferage.—These two systems of telpherage described 
disadvantage that the carriers must travel over

A system has

of i ton

have the
fixed routes and therefore cannot cover
been devised by Mr. McL. Harding which will overcome this 
difficulty by enabling the telphers to cover areas instead of

of “Transferage

by areas.
run

He gives this system the namelines. 
System.”

in Fig- 
and hatch-

is shown

g. ii.
bric,Ille building itself is a structural steely b ^ ;ts di_ 

tnPn .Walls and reinforced concrete floors. nyjng the
are 403 ft. by 23254 ft, and tracks

and house Proper are team, switching and a half
city b? autom°bile shed, the whole oc<'u^“1d,ing plant is de- 
si °cks- The shed and mechanical cent. of the
frei d t0 handle 100 tons per hour and 75 sbed is at
pr 1 bandied is outbound ; the capacity future ex-
Patlsr 77 Cars’ but Provision has been ®a tracks
CT °” ‘he ground floor «** ****J^ with four 
bran / °m the open north end by ladde nine cars.
fc C es- Each track has a maximum capa jatforms be-
Wtracks are spaced in pairs opposite island P^ ^ ^ 

rangpJhe columns supporting the bui 1°g^liminated and a 
fiXp, ent trucking through the cars , platforms
are Unif°rm column spacing is obtain • ^ pass each
otber ade wide enough to allow two

tvith a „
ton „ CaPacity of 60

gantry crane. are four
»ayjn 0tbe uPPer floor of the building tb ^ tbe building- 
Al0ri 38 feet wide extending across the wi g2 feet wide

gside the driveways are four platform-, ^ for inbound 
freio-k30 feet Mng which provide storage and 217 fe®t
long, / and two narrow platforms 42 ®e package frelg 1 

8 for receiving outbound freight. All the P

1
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Electric Trucks Ready for Use in Freight Sheds.Fig. 13 —

A diagrammatic sketch illustrating this system is shown 
combination of overhead travellingin Fig. 12. It is in effect a 

cranes and travelling trolley or telpher hoists. The follow
ing paragraph is taken from Mr. Harding’s brief description :

In Fig. 12 let the line A B correspond to the telpher 
track. A transfer or electric carrier can run in either direc
tion. The transfer travelling in the direction of the arrow 
at the points C can pass upon the moving switch S and then 
upon the transferer, which is movable similar to a travelling 

The transferer is not supposed to move with the tel-
The load can,

tracksfour team
served by a i-Irnoiediately east of the building

, 20 of which are
are

cars
drive-

crane
pher and load but can ,
therefore, be deposited anywhere in the space between the

The dotted cross lines show the 
moved to the left. There may be

do so if necessary.

lines A B and X Y.two
transferer after it has been

. v
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A very complete series of tests were made at ProV^m0tor 

R.I., in connection with the performance of these d 
trucks, and .the accompanying table gives the figures10 >t
In the first row the figures refer to the results oh 0j
the Providence transfer platform, the second is the 0 ^
freight house, third is the inbound freight house, a 
fourth is the Providence line pier, Fox Point. U3„

A few general dimensions of the trucks general y ^ 
will not be out of place. Their over-all lengths are u ^ 

ireen 9% and 10% feet, with a corresponding len=rucks 
platform of 6% to 8 feet. The widths of standard

transferers mutually connected upon the same tracks and 
each side thus working from cross-

two
sets of switches upon 
overs. be capable of being adapted to suitThis system seems to 
the varying requirements of a freight terminal. The te p ers 
can be driven at a speed of 500'to 1,000 feet per minute and 
the transferers, only having short distances to travel, could 
move at about 100 feet per minute. Trailers might also be 
used with the telphers and with this system the cost of hoist
ing, travelling and lowering should not be very high, even 

for long travel distances.
Motor Trucks__ In the last few years a number of electric

the market by dif-storage battery trucks have been put on
and are being quite largely installed in 

Among the first trucks of this type to be 
of the New York Central at the

t" ■ftferent concerns 
freight terminals, 
put into use were those 
Grand Central station and the Pennsylvania New York ter
minal, which were used solely for the handling of baggage. 
Since then, however, they have been modified and varied in
to different forms suitable for handling package freig t. 
This type of truck is illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14- 
shows trucks ready for use in a freight station, and Fig. 14

shows one loaded. , . ......
These trucks have the great advantage of their flexibility,

load at any point in the 
where the

2»s*

/>,!, -

Fig. 13
'|i ■

hence their ability to pick up a 
freight shed and then take it right into the car 
load is to be stowed. This feature, together with their carry-

terminals where they have been

■* ■ .
J

ÉJ

ing capacity, has in many 
installed, enabled the freight handling force to be reduced 
as much as 50 per cent., with consequent reductions in the 
terminal costs of handling the freight. The Erie Railroad 
has at its Jersey City transfer some 20 trucks handling 45 
cars of transfer freight and 75 to 85 cars of outbound freight 
daily, and after an exhaustive test covering the greater part 
of a year it was found that they were able to reduce the cost 
per ton from 39 cents to 29 cents, including the cost of run

ning repairs to the trucks.
The following table gives details of the daily average

service of motor trucks on a large New York pier :
13.6

Freig”1,

base

Fig. 14.—Electric Truck Hauling a Heavy Load of

varies from 3 to 3% feet, while the height of the 
above the ground is about 20 inches. The wheel ^ ^ 
made 52 inches and the gauge varies around 3 tee^t tfce 

They are made with varying capacities toI)s 
standard trucks as manufactured now do not excee ^ey 
in capacity with the weight of the truck about 1 ton- ^ 
are usually designed to give a maximum speed of 10 

hour, with a range of intermediate speeds. :aiaO^’
The use of these trucks is naturally only m its 

but where they have been installed they certainly hav 
marked decreases in the cost of handling freight. t;ve

and studying the ^ ^e-
freight

ao

average.

pet

Mileage .....................
Tons handled ............
Tons per hour -------
Loads handled .........
Length of haul . ■ • • 
Pieces per load 
Weight per piece .. 
Time per round trip
Time to load............
Time to unload ... 
Men in‘gang ..........

225.0
20.3 

230.0
1,585 ft.
29.8
88.5 lb.
2.89 min. 

58.00 sec.
60.3 sec.

Conclusions.—In summing up 
merits of the different systems of handling ,tg u.-
chanical means, each system will be found to have ^^ef 
advantages; for instance, in the case of an overhea ,^«5 
age system, the telphers are practically confined to ^ t0 be 
of travel, and the loads which they have to handle a

dis-
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ST. MAURICE VALLEY FOREST PROTECTIVE 

ASSOCIATION.

*0rms such as are in use at the St. Louis terminal p 
Ascribed. .

Again, taking the use of electric storage Latte y but 
they are able to overcome this difficulty of the telp“e ’ g 
°n the other hand, they have the disadvantage o 
3 great deal of platform space on which to ^ them 

ry movements, which space might be advan g An.
or storage purposes in the case of a telp w handle
,Cr disadvantage of motor trucks is that in trucks than 
arge business it would require more mo o ^

® p ers on account of the fact that the true . er carrier 
6 unloading and loading up, whereas t e iourney to 

or deposits its load and continues ^ 
ke another load, and it is continually doing truck
°r thls reason it does not seem as thoug hardly be
uld be so efficient as a telpher system, as i & of ma- 

onducive to economy to have an expensive .bjy this 
dim 6ry lying idle for some length of time- ilers, or with 

culty can be overcome by the use o t lCw This is 
■Pall nlatforms or removable bodies to t practice,
development which no doubt will soon be P shQuld take

designing a freight terminal engm«^_^ handling 
., ct care to consider the question of k:_„. such an -
: re*Sht. Even if there is no intention o ade for the
fun311311011 immediately, provision shou hanicai means,
bv Z6 handling of a growing business y . at method is 
J lo°king into the subject and ascertaining irements
of°S[ Suitable to the particular conditions an such

lhe terminal in question and, if nef®SS3he’necessary ma- 
, Nations to their design that will enable ^ ^ terminal 

w Dery to be installed when the business 
rrants the additional expense.

he following table gives a few figures 
in Cred Irom various sources and whic are 

°f the design of a freight terminal.
Av ra^e *oad on hand truck ....................zzzæxss**** „Realities) .......
Av rage cubic feet in
tyaJ.age width of drays ................
MinlmUm w^dth of drays...............
AVeimum wMth of drays ..............

r.age length of drays and teams
Min-lrnUm *en’ffth of drays 
Aver”11'™ len'^th of drays and
Xl age speed of telphers (per minute).......  1,500 ft.
Avp ItQuin speed of telphers (per minute • d miles
MnJ.age speed of motor trucks (per hour) •••■• 

lrnUm speed of motor trucks (per hour

One of the most significant gatherings held in Montreal 
the annual meeting of the St. Maurice Forest Protective 

the Place Viger Hotel. Thiswas
Association held recently at 
organization, which is just one year old, marks the begin- 

in forest protection. Hitherto the matter 
between the individualning of a new era

of protecting the forests has been one 
limit holder and the government. In this field the advantages 
of co-operation are very great, but until the formation of the 
St Maurice Association every lumberman battled with the 
fires on his own limits as best he could. A year ago the limit 
holders in this valley, seeing the waste and inefficiency of in
dividual effort, got together and formed an association. They 
appointed a general manager who took charge of all the fire 

and directed them as one army, posting every man 
he could be of the greatest advantage. The associa- 

area one hundred and sixty miles

rangers 
where
tion, which controls an

been 
in figur-

which have 
of use

225 lbs. 
125 ft.

Ave

to 20
Ave 1,200 

6 ft. 3 in- 
8 ft. 6 in.
5 ft. o in. 
20 ft. o in. 

... 34 ft-
13 ft. o in.

600 ft.

Showing Location of St. Maurice Valley, Quebec.a car Map

long with an average width of one hundred miles, embracing 
•_ aii seven million acres, taxed itself one-quarter of a cent 

and to the $17,500 thus raised the government of 
Quebec added $3,000. With this money there were opened 
or re-opened 525 miles of pack trails, there were purchased 

, shovels, tents, and gasoline motors for railway 
de in erecting telephone lines and 
existing telephone systems. The 

promptly extinguished

o in. per acreand teams 
teams - •

canoes, axes
patrol, and a beginning ma 
in connecting these with 
result was that 97 incipient fires were 
and che association came through the year with practical y 
no loss. This year it is proposed to extend the trails, to 
connect up the telephone lines and to erect lookout stations 

which watchmen may send out warnings to headquarters
be sent promptly to 

were : Presi-

10 miles
his indebted- 

jjew York,

to y Haven and Hartford Railroad for , from which
tu"8® his book “Freight Terminals and artide were
0btJ °f diagrams and data contained in tb ^ NgW 
>ne<h - A to the Sprague °f tbe

illustration of the St. 
ouri, Kansas and Texas Company-

from
so that a 
put out the fire, 
dent, Mr. Alexander

sufficient force of men may
The officers for the first year

MacLaurin, of Montreal; vice-president, 
of Berlin, N.H., and La Tuque, Que. ;

Owing to the

Vorfe,
Nlis Mr. W. R. Brown,

manager, Mr. H. Sorgius, of Three Rivers, 
illness of Mr. MacLaurin which has necessitated a trip 
he south, and the occupation of Mr. Brown with other fea- 
ures these gentlemen (though both are enthusiastic over 
L work) retired and the new officers elected were: Presi

dent Joseph Dalton, Three Rivers; vice-president, S. L. de

a feature of the re
cent! COncrete bowstring roof truss a . jrance. T e 
WiC°nstructed Belleville Theatre u height of
about 3® a clear sPan of 69 ft' and s a parabola and is 
counl 15 ft- The top chord approximate suspend

ed with the bottom member by s - 
spaced about 10 in. on centres.ers,

I
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the drier5daily output of 3.6 tons. The power required for 
and this press amounts to about sixteen horse-power. ^ 
other press has a capacity of nine tons a day, requin11 
horse-power for the machine.

An-

is the
of drfcharring of sawdust and subjecting it to a process -s 

distillation. The remaining charred material (charcoa 
then briquetted and yields a briquette of very high 
value, equivalent to the best anthracite coal. The 
is practically the same as that used in the distillât1 ^ 
wood. The resulting by-products are an illuminating £ gJ 
which can be used to light up the mill, wood vin6fwood 
pyroligneous acid, wood spirits or methyl alcohol an ^ ^ 

tar. The wood tar can be subjected to further treatme11

Use for Dry Distillation.—A very attractive process

be»1
procès5

of

yields creosote, benzol, naphthalin, paraffin, etc. g.
Sawdust has been used for the operation of gD-s^ej 

ducers for power purposes, in which cases it can be
either in the loose form or in the form of briquettes.

Related to the briquetting of sawdust is the manu a ^ 
of artificial wood. This material is of great tenactf^.^ 
strength, does not decay and is less susceptible to t e 
of the atmosphere than is natural wood1. All this ar ^e 
wood can be sawed, planed and cut, but not split-

a uf»c'manufacture of it has become quite an industry 
Decorations for walls, ceilings and furniture are — 
tured from mixtures the essential part of which is sa' ^ 
These ornaments rival carved work and are a Srea^ arti- 
cheaper, replacing those made of zinc, papiermache an 
ficial stone or cement. terial

Sawdust is the essential part of a stone-like 10 ^gSe 
used for building purposes and also for paving blocks, 
paving blocks are said to outlast the regular creosote

In this 
any PUt’

man

blocks.
Sawdust is pulverized and used instead of sand- 

state it can be colored, perfumed and used for m 
poses, such as for sachet bags and the like.

Miscellaneous Uses__The writer remembers
,h« "5

A of san“
when this fine sawdust was used in offices instead gtate 
and blott rs. Its polishing qualities in the pulveriz6 
for gold nd silverware are well known. Further, r°caI1 be 
dust of colored wood, such as mahogany, etc., stajnS^e(j oil5 
made to be used in imitating other woods. With linse,^ ^est 
one can make a filler. The material for this fiHer 
obtained from the kind of wood on which it is to be u ( 

Sawdust and shavings are used for packing gl*1^ 
porcelain and other ceramic articles. In this state ^ 
be dry, so as not to have a detrimental effect, especl 
ceramic goods. . vno'vI1

The use of sawdust for cleaning floors is too wc 0{ 
to need mention ; not so generally known is its Pr°P

ed.

idpreserving eggs. sbou
Any person handling oily and painty tinware ■$< 

know that it is an excellent means for cleaning ire^ apd 
from such tinware, rendering the vessels perfectly
clean. inSUla"u!a5

terial for steam boilers and steam piping, and as 1 
filler in fireless cookers, ice boxes, walls, etc.

Sawdust is used in the manufacture of

- readm
it can be laid in cement floors instead of san ' ^ (o( 

ing these floors warmer and more porous. It is paPef 
roofing material instead of sand, making roofing 
lighter for transportation and so reducing cost. t-0li 0*

'Charred sawdust is an excellent means for fi'tra sti1*' 
liquids and has disinfecting qualities, making it 
able for this purpose than ordinary charcoal. Adde ^ ^ 
it makes a more porous brick. Mixed with clay 1 ^ ^t0^e<> 
used for the manufacture of filtering articles ; this has 
to be an attractive process.

Carteret, La Tuque; manager and secretary, H. Sorgius, 
Three Rivers.

One of the successful features of the gathering was the 
banquet at the Place Viger Hotel when about twenty-five 
gentlemen, members of the association or interested in the 
work, discussed an excellent menu and afterwards listened 
to a few pithy speeches.

UTILIZING SAWDUST.

By C. W. R. Eichoff, M.E.

The inconvenient process of burning this valuable waste, 
taking into consideration the fact that this sawdust, when 
moderately dry, has the same heat value as the wood from 
which it originates, has led to the design and construction of 

different styles of furnace, which in some cases havemany
brought a betterment and in others failure. Furnaces of the 
“Dutch oven” style are mostly used in this connection, and 
especially with boilers. But there are other convenient con
structions now in existence. In all these furnaces the main
effort was directed to a better distribution of the air necessary 
for a successful combustion of the material.

Abroad, where conservation of the natural resources has 
been practised to a greater extent than on this continent, 
experiments have been made to form this dust into briquettes. 
At present a number of briquetting plants are in successful 
operation across the Atlantic, and of later years lumbermen 
and other mill-owners on this side of the Atlantic have be
come interested in the briquetting of such sawdust. - But the 
American has not looked favorably on this utilization. The 
large lumber concerns considered it more profitable not to 
bother with such a process, claiming that these briquettes can 
foe used only to a small extent and could not compete with 
other fuels in which this continent is so rich. More interest 
in the matter was shown by the smaller concerns, where the 
loss of such valuable wood wastes demands serious considera
tion. Many owners took up the proposal, but dropped it 
when they learned the cost of such sawdust briquetting 
plants. Considering that a product has to be manufactured 
which requires for its fabrication either a suitable binder or 
great pressure not using a binder, it is essential that every 
part of such a plant be designed and constructed with the 
utmost care and skill in all its details.

Suitable binders are water-gas, pitch, tar, rosin, flour, 
water-glass and others of the same nature as used in the 
briquetting of coal. As these binders materially increase the 
cost of manufacture, their use was found prohibitive, and 
machines are now used that deliver the goods without the 
application of a binding material.

The sawdust in this process has to be perfectly dry be
fore being put into the press. From the press the briquettes 
are transported automatically into a cooling room, and when 
cool they are hard and ready for transportation. Such 
briquettes are an excellent fuel for residence use in fire
places and stoves, do not corrode, and leave very little ashes 
and soot. The cleanliness, rapid ignition, intense heat and 
odorless combustion make them a fuel preferable to the best 
wood. They are also the most convenient fuel for power 
house use in saw-mills and in logging locomotives, replacing 
coal or sawdust, which latter would take considerable space. 
They are also very convenient as a kindling material. The 
briquettes are of oval form, to facilitate ventilation when 
piled up.

Presses are built with a capacity of 24 briquettes a 
minute, giving 14,400 briquettes in ten hours, each briquette 
weighing about half a pound, which would be equivalent to a
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Sawdust is used to absorb moisture m building
exposed to water. In the manufacture of cheap 

^allPaper and artificial flowers it is used m the 
^ dust- Other uses are for cementation in stee 

eamag. purposes in the production of gas, in foundries, 
e of calcium carbide and carbonundum, and, 

f0r Pickling.
Everybody knows of its application m the “anu actu 

* Powder and explosives. Further uses are for floors ^ 
uinasiums and riding schools, for the man P(jding in

stahT.’ f°r slippery streets in winter’ fnd'ra°ilv and, when 
sat, 6S' Sawdust improves soil mechani ’ ’on tbe
s .. rated with stable manure, it also works c sawdust
;0 -d so improves it. Sawdust is also used m 
v 5 ar moist places) and in horticulture sQy s0
valibifi Whh Pr0pel manipu’ati0n a iTthe'manufaciure

ole in gardening, can be obtained. . js0
err,S?aP for washing and cleaning purposes sawdust

Ployed. icohol
ont Very Promising is the manufacture of sugar and a co 
Z °f Waste woods; but these processes are not y 
la Ugtl advanced to be of commercial va ue -s the
0 ,8e expenditures at the same time. Finally, s 
°nly material now used for a cheap production of oxalic

and abuses of water filtration.USES
At the meeting of the New England Waterworks Associa- 

H. Pratt, chemist of the Rhode Island State 
article on the above subject, an

tion, Mr. G.
Board of Health, read an 
abstract of which we give below.

In connection with the uses 
author would first mention a few of the conditions which cal 
for such treatment. For many years a town or city may have 
been using some water of comparatively good appearance as 

supply, when suddenly there appears an unusual amount 
the people. Investigation demon

supply which is common to these 
that the water of the

of filtration of water, the

of typhoid fever among 
strates that it is the water

and bacteriological tests prove 
is polluted. Further investigation shows that there 

have been some cases of typhoid in a small village up- 
which has no sewage purification, and the excreta 

has found its way into the water supply of 
This experience—such a com- 

of cities and towns taking their supplies 
from streams which have an increasing population on the 
watershed-leads to a full appreciation of the need of purifi- 

the resulting improvement in the supply with 
of the health of the community serve 

to which filtration is put. 
be enjoying an exceptionally good

cases,
stream

stream 
from these cases

neighbor.the down-stream
in the casemon one

cation, and 
attendant betterment 
as evidence of one use

Another city may 
health record, especially as to typhoid fever, but the presence 
of a large amount of organic matter, giving the water a high 
color and a vegetable taste, causes criticism of the supply, 
and regardless of analyses as to its sanitary purity, a large 
number of citizens persist in the contention that the supply 
“ not what an np-to date city should be furnishing until 
finally it is decided to filter the water by mechanical filtra
tion in order to get a water of better appearance. The 
criticism above referred to immediately ceases, and the peop e 
receive a practically colorless water with comparatively no 
taste in place of the old familiar “organic brew. Thus 
æsthetic reasons may in many cases be sufficient cause for 
filtration, and the resulting output certainly justifies its use

PUREDisadvantages of Cyg^RAGEY

pr ^°rd comes of investigations carried 
ter.etlCk maval surgeons into the use 
rea?s a drink, which may be of interest

-JS" . , . to be distilled,
ama make water chemically pure it ia ^ beverage re- 
duc he contlnued use of distilled water use, while
it isYhe strength of the physical organlSI°’ but oxygen 

and h7/ from a11 germs> dt c°ntamS “ft behind during thePtOc^TY- The mineral salts are lef jefu eany .Q.
dispeniabl dlStillation> and the m 1

“As Ion

WATER AS A
umber of 

wa- 
of our

on by a n
of chemically Pure 

to some

in these cases. 
Similar to the above instance, the presence of different 

of disagreeable odors and tastes
surgeons

on, and this
” theseg as life persists in the body, 

are> “the elimination of mineral salts nYainism.”
the rapid demineralization of the > system in

suci. emineralization, it is explained, leaves tuber-
culara ®tate that the natural tendency ls s cases of

■ 11 was found that there were nun French navy,
and ?vl0sis among the young sailors of ^ surgeons of 
the Y15 was- after long investigation by {he water.

Vy> attributed to the demineraliza tbat ft was
stTfhe distilled water was used in Yffis. were anxious 

tp °r the sailors, and the naval au 1 . Just
the ake every condition as healthy as Pos treating 
distilWSe°”S are studying the best mea mineral matter. 
Of d water used aboard the ships citions 
it is°KU?e’ pure water is wanted, but as c be even 
tha„ ?d that ordinary drinking water w resp0nsible for 
the6 the chemically pure, if the latter was resp 

pCrease °f tuberculosis in the navy, 
and f6W people continually drink c l_m_ v 
Until Y this reason the dangers cou
ia Which tdhiSC°Very WaS mad6' Jy be eliminated
$ame t- the germs in water may b ^
ter ; lrne the- mineral salts left in tiet tbese very
SarvS sfarcely palatable at the best, as '* ble.

mineral salts that make it really P ber proof of 1 e
dan Y effort is being made to provide d by the sur-
geo8erS of chemically pure water as ma experiments on 
ani“S, °f the French navy by means

ai a-ce may be the cause
demand filtration by methods which, in such cases, 

aeration in conjunction with either double

decl
which
usually require 
slow sand filtration or mechanical filters.

towns and numerous small private sup- 
where the supply is from 

This iron

means

Some cities or
plies have been troubled, in cases 
driven wells, bv the presence of iron in the water, 
often exists in the lower state of oxidation or ferrous condi
tion and upon contact with the air separates from the water 

“brick dust” sediment. Such supplies as this can be 
methods involving aeration and oxidation of the 

of smaller supplies this

lube

be as a
purified by
iron before filtration or in the case
has been successfully done by the use of a patented double 
filter which utilizes sand and animal charcoal.

Many industrial processes, especially bleaching and dye-
good color, low in iron, and free from 

has resulted in the installation 
of filtration

now
the

are now 
better

ing, require water of 
turbidity. This requirement

number of filter plants, and the use
invaluable to numerous mills ot

water,
learned

of a large 
for these purposes has been 
this and other countries.

times

pure 
well be 
umber of ways 

and at the 
Distilled wa- 

neces-

filtration is resorted to largely, if 
turbidity from the water.

A great many This is
not entirely, to remove 
true of many western waters.

Having thus brought out
of filtration, the author will now

of illustrations which have been made for the 
mentioned, and will present results

different conditions which call 
cite certain con

fer the use 
crete instances 
different reasons above



color, and bacteria for four years from 1902 to 1905 incluslVjj 
as shown by bi-monthly tests made by the Rhode I5*8® 
State Board of Health, and for comparison similar figures 
samples taken from a tap in the city covering the s* 
period. These figures show that during this period the 6 
tribution system and reservoir storage effected some Pur^ 
cation as shown by the slight improvement in the appear89^ 
a removal of 10.9 per cent, of color and 81.8 per cent' 
bacteria. Tests for B. coli communis were not made bf 
board at this time.

Similar figures are also presented (Table I.) showing^ 

average condition of the river for six years subsequent to J 
use of filtration covering the years 1906 through 1911’ ®.e 
similar figures from a tap in the city for comparison. ™ 
figures show a marked improvement in the appearance °* 
water, a 41.7 per cent, of removal of color, as compared ** 
only 10.9 per cent, due to the reservoir system prior to » 
tion, which would indicate 30.8 per cent, due to the 9 J 
themselves, and show a removal of 97.5 per cent, of the ^ 
number of bacteria present. B. coli communis was f°uD j 
be present in 92.0 per cent, of the numjber of samples te ^ 
on the river, and in only 1.7 per cent, of those taken 
city during the filtration period, these tests being on 
samples.

«0

c-c.

omit ted1® 
dufl°»

the six years of filtration because of the fact that ce 
conditions which will be brought out later required *6pfe- 
of river water which affected that sample. The fiffureS 
sented, therefore, are a true measure of the water of d*e ^ 
during filtration, and show the good work which has 
accomplished in removing the bacterial pollution fr0l°

In the preceding tables one sample has been 
striking the bacterial averages for the tap in the city

water.
tb«

The water supply in East Providence is taken fron^,age 
Ten Mile River, which is a polluted stream receiving 56 ^ 
from Attleboro, Mass. The condition of this river be ...St»te
such that in 1899, upon the recommendation of the ^e 
Board of Health, a mechanical filter plant was installed- ^ 
results have been highly satisfactory, showing a red-ll tbe 
from 8,160 bacteria per c.c. in the river to 33 per c.c. ^ 
effluent, or a removal of 99.6 per cent., and complete re 0f 
of B. coli communis at all times. These analyses w 
monthly samples taken the first eleven months of tbi5 
In addition to this efficiency for bacterial removal, ^6gf tb6 
at the same time reduced the color from 61 in the cas> ^ 
raw water to 6 in the filtered water, or a removal of 9°’ 
cent. be

From the above, it has been plainly shown what wii68' 
accomplished by either slow sand filtration or meC. „ of 
filtration in removing dangers from bacterial P°*IU jjttle 
water supplies, and it would seem to indicate ver^ r6' 
choice between the two systems from the standpoint of 
movals effected, but with the advantage in *a j of 
mechanical filtration from the standpoint of rein°£)t a*' 
color from water high in organic material. I vv^* ^ t)jeSe 
tempt to go into a discussion of the relative merits ^ ty5 
two systems of purification, as that is not the subject ^ 
paper, but I will simply say that each system is e •„ 
under certain conditions, and local conditions shou 
instances, assist in the selection of one or the other

As an instance to illustrate the use of filters f°r ^arreP!
, I would cite the case of the plant at EastaVeraffe® 

R. , where during 1911 the color in the raw water ^ „ f6' 
74, and was reduced by the mechanical filters to 11 ; 0f 8 
moval of 85.1 per cent. This plant is an illustration^efed 
case where slow sand filters, while they would have ^gtlce° 
a sanitary output, in a short time would have e*Pe

too*

of
a

Slight to con- 48 2,525 92 
sidcrable ...

None to very 28 
sight ......

144 Slight 

Tap in city... 144 None

Intake

60 17 After filtration,
reservoir system 
and distribution

Complete .... Almost com
plete ..........

Per cent , re
moval ........ 417 97-5 —

Agitation for purification immediately followed this last 
epidemic, but it was a number of years before the type of 
filter could be settled ; but finally, in 1902, the contract was 
let for slow sand filters, and beginning with 1906 the city 
was furnished with filtered water. The results were noted 
at once, not so much from the standpoint of color—for as in 
the case with this type of filtration only a comparatively 
small per cent, of color is removed,—but by the freedom of 
the water from turbidity and sediment and by a reduction in 
the organic matter which had caused a marked vegetable 
odor and taste. Besides the visible improvement in the sup
ply, the analytical study of the conditions before and after 
filtration showed the changes which were effected, and the 
excellent sanitary condition of the supply.

As an indication of the work which these filters have per
formed, I would present (Table I.) the following figures, 
showing the average condition of the river as to appearance,

96 Slight to de- Considerable . 46 4,000 
cided ..........

Tap in city. . 96 Very slight to Slight 
slight .. <..

. 41 730 After reservoir system
and distribution

Per cent
removal___ — Appreciable . • Appreciable .. 10.9 81.8

(1906—1911)

which will show the efficiency of such plants when properly 
operated in improving the objectionable features which they 
were primarily installed to remove.

As instances of purification of supplies which have at 
times, prior to the use of filtration, been the cause of typhoid 
fever,—or, in other words, as instances to illustrate filtration 
for removal of bacterial pollution—we may cite Lawrence, 
Mass., and Providence, R.I. The Merrimac River receives 
sewage pollution at Lowell and at many other points above 
Lawrence, and its average bacteriological condition during 
1910, to cite one typical year, as received on to the filters, 
was a total count of 9,100 bacteria per c.c., and the colon 
bacillus, which is taken as evidence of the presence of sew
age contamination, was present in all the samples examined 
in i c.c. tests. The output from the plant (old filter) showed 
only 57 bacteria per c.c. and the test for B. coli communis 
was positive in only 8.3 per cent, of the samples examined in 
I c.c. tests. This shows a removal of 99.4 per cent, of the 
bacteria and a very marked improvement of the conditions 
as to the presence of B. coli communis.

The water supply of Providence is obtained from the 
Pawtuxet River, and prior to the year 1906 was used without 
filtration. During these years there were at least two typhoid 
fever epidemics which were traceable directly to contamina
tion of the drinking supply of the city. The first was in 
1882 and the second in 1888, the latter epidemic being 
caused by the fact that the attendants upon a case of typhoid 
fever had considered the river a means of quick disposal of 
the fecal matter of the patient.

TABLE 1.
Providence Water Supply. 

(1902—1905)
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A siow sand filtration plant which would handle a given 
satisfactorily might, as was the case in Providence, be 

: the beds. Such an installation as 
an abuse of the

trouble from a]gæ present> and the output would not have 
..'.'I®n,Satisfaction to the consumers because the water wo 
J have been highly colored instead of being practica y 

°rless as is the present condition.
whirtVNeWP°rt’ R I- there is a mechanical ^‘oTremov- 
i b ^as been installed to serve a double purpose

e bacterial pollution and also to remove odors due . •
Si8 18 an up to-date plant in every way, using a system^

bv fi?g aeration, coagulation, and sedimentation,
chi -tration and then disinfection of the supp y W1 ^ 
thlorite of lime. The color of this water is comparatively

and the resulting output is of good appeaian ^ thg 
effiu 3n.t 15 being operated up to its possi 11 > Like-

ent is largely free from algae and odor tro 5-
e- the water is reduced as to bacterial count t 

*here it is

water
installed without covering 
this in this section of the country is certainly 
method, for the result invariably would be what was found 
in Providence, that as soon as a hard winter struck the plant 
the beds would become covered with ice and it would be 1m- 

the surface to clean without removal of the 
This condition occurred in Providence for a

possible to get at
cakes of ice. .
short time during February, 1907, finally necessitating open
ing the river gate, and the use of raw water for about two 
weeks or so before the weather moderated and before the ice 

Id be removed. This experience resulted in steps immedi
ately being taken to cover the beds, and this experience 
should serve as a lesson against such open installations in 
this section of the country.

In connection with slow sand plants, it is necessary to 
competent help administering the plant, and one of the 

plant is to put it into the hands of

lotv, cou
the

point

Practically sterile.
jn Passing to the question of concrete
thea at'0ns *or the removal of iron, I worn agration
a Plant at Marblehead, Mass., where by the use ed
from *tration through sand the color of the water ^ter> and 
the i a rUSty aPPearance to a practically « ^ o6 parts,
or r°n Is reduced from 4.70 Parts per mi 1 come
und rem0val of 98.7 per cent. One installation has ^ 

ah" my Personal observation where the paftlCU u der filter
referred to, which employs a double-cylmder^ ^

R „_g Sand and animal charcoal, showed a re wjtj1 ac- 
coDl fns to to parts, or 98.75 Per cent. re”°the’water. 

trying improvement in the appearance
wat ^ connection with the use of filters in the P ^aVe been 
touch !0r,industrial purposes, I would say ‘ achanical filters

c j-rss
Parable with the results above given.

abuJn treating the second part of my sub^5t’ t0 a number 
of ®es of water filtration, I would call atten ^ tfag whole 
idea °f abuse which might lead to crlticl sUCh abuses 
haVe° filtration, but in citing these cases w from nam- 
ij^ccnrred, for obvious reasons I will refrai

n® installations in

an ahn the case of slow sand filtration, one 
wha USe attempt to purify a water high m^
UpSett.Would result in clogging of the plant.
cqu ln^ °f operating conditions a 
connS6’. double slow sand filtration, 
stawtl0n with aeration, would Qua j y

as aeration and a pre-filter wou secondary
and sedimenta-

instances of 
Id mention the

have
easiest ways to abuse a 
inexperienced operators.

The above remark about labor in connection with plants 
is especially true in the case of mechanical filters where the 
supervision must be particularly close and where tests for 
color and alkalinity must be made to regulate the doses of 
chemicals used.

One of these plants which has come under my observa
tion has operated for a number of years satisfactorily, turn
ing out a water which bad given entire satisfaction in con
nection with work in a ibleachery. When I was consulted 
with regard to difficulties which were occurring I found that 
the only trouble was that the parties in charge did not have 
an understanding of the question of alkalinity control of the 
niant and the residual alkalinity of the effluent had dropped 

point where the water was passing the plant at times in 
an acid condition, or at best with an extremely low alkalinity, 
resulting in after-coagulation in the vats and throughout the 
system. This condition had been caused by the fact that a 

certain mill above 
amount of acid wastes
formula for operating was figured for them.

the dose from time to time, they had stuck to
work until corrective

namely, the them had been discharging a larger 
in the river than at the time their 

Not knowing

how to vary
the old formula with the resulting poor
measures were taken. The addition of alkalinity to the water 
put the plant back into its former good condition.

At another installation concerning which I had been 
suited, I found another condition which was causing trou e. 
The responsible man in charge of the plant for some 
or other was assigned to night duty, and he was attempting 
°r for color and alkalinity at night by

far from accurate re-

most cases. Id consider it 
content 
general

if in

con-

Of reason
especially

this previous 
the water in 

filters,
to make his control tests 
artificial light. This, of course, gave

Another trouble at this plant was
_ the flow of chemicals from the tanks 
the pump house and at the same time 

filter house which was lo- 
This spreading out

that the one man^l°n wbere it could be handled by 
„_u 7ere aeration followed by coagulation 

the tr n<lfiltration by mechanical filter w° ld seem as if 
it was°UbKle due to clogging of the beds’ ' hod 0f slow sand 
filtr... abusing the at times satisfactory simple slow
sanri l°n to attempt to handle such a water by

Q Mtration. 

co w°uld also
’ ou]c]Ct'°n. with filtration of highly co 
satiSfa Sub3ect the method to criticism on

actory appearance of the output. wjtfi opera
tion 0f0t,her abuse of this method in con,n tes 0f operation, 
Mfiefi ,tbe Mters is too quick changing o . 0n at the 
surfa. tends to disturb the bacterial action s tical Stand- 
Point 6 attendant poor results from aa ters by running
at to0 v. 50 attempting to overcrowd the met with,
^bich rates is a practice which is 50 tfie plants.

results in diminution of the efficiency

suits.
expected to operatewas

which were located in 
attend to washing the filters in a 
cated about one-eighth of a mile away, 
of the plant made it impossible for the lone operator to pro
perly attend to the dosing, and the result was that the flow 
of chemicals varied from time to time, with resulting poor 
output from the plant. Here, too, I found trouble in connec
tion with the dosing, for the formula they were using to 

evidently been recommended without a know- 
be handled, and they too were operat

ion

t .hî, method to use it » 
abuse of this water, which

Account of the unseem an
w

operate by had 
ledge of the water to 
ing with a too low residual alkalinity.

trouble as to a low residualAt another plant this same . , ,
alkalinity was found to exist, and the output contained unde
composed sulphate of alumina. Investigation showed that 
this operator was using an indicator solution many times too



HOT GALVANIZING.
A new hot galvanizing process has recently been Pate”re. 

by Professor Charles F. Burgess differing from ot^ ^ 

vious processes in that it covers the use of an alloy gjd
and iron for coating iron or steel. The alloy is c0 
of about 92 per cent, of zinc and 8 per cent, of iron, 
prepared in a powdered or granulated form. The 
applied to the iron and steel in a similar manner to the 

known process of sherardizing.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., of Boston, who touch uP°^c3j) 

matter in their report as official chemists to the Am ( 
Institute of Metals, say that it is claimed by the m 1 
that the finished coat is dense and silver white in c°

a)
alloy

well'

this

and

with t»6
nd yet

electro-positive to iron, but less so than pure zinc, 
result that it does not corrode as rapidly as zinc, a 
the same time protects the iron or steel equally

at

well-
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wholeof experimenting blindly ; and last, throughout the 
operation of the plant bear in mind that you are hand lD < 
efficient machine capable of results, and not an auto10 

affair which can be left to its own resources.

ai

CONDENSER TUBES.

A number of interesting papers have been PreS^gbt 
before the British Institute of Metals, among which^es’’ 

be mentioned “The Corrosion of Brass Condenser - 
by Mr. Paul T. Bruhl. This paper is the result of a t^°grtaja 

study of this troublesome problem, and brings out 
very interesting conclusions arrived at by the author^ j- 

this connection attention should be called,” says 
Woods, of the staff of Arthur D. Little, Inc., chemi5 ^0(t 

engineers, of Boston, “to the proceedings and t 

of the corrosion committee of the Institute, 
opened a year ago with a view to carrying out an e 
and authentic research on the corrosion of brass an 
The committee have decided to erect in Liverpool 
in which the conditions of marine condenser servi06 

be as closely imitated as possible. The plant 
essentially of four cast-iron tubes, each fitted 
plates to carry twelve condenser tubes, these

n Jp

wbi*
*■<
d hr0^

sb<
COD5’51

is to

iron 1
COI''The 11representing four small independent condensers, 

densers will be connected direct to the exhaust of ^aCll# 

engine, which in turn will drive a circulating an 
pump for circulating sea water through the co ^ tUbc^ 
Each condenser will be fitted with the same kind °^t off® 
and the committee has decided for the first se 
condenser shall be equipped with the so-called ^e(jUipmeIlt 
mixture with a tube plate of naval brass, the e . ypo'* 
being carried out with the same extreme care wsi f # 
by the “Admiralty” practice. The second con' tt^1® 
represent the best class of commercial practice, T®
being 70-30 mixture and the plates of yellow r“en0t b6® 
exact equipment of the other two condensers ba ^ reP°r^ 
decided upon at the time of the committees pr°5^0lIirn6fClt5 
but they will be compositions representative of ^ eJiifleI^s 
practice. The results obtained from careful e 
carried out in this way should be of the utmost^^ co 

it should be possible to practically duplicate ^^oUs 
ditions and at the same time to control the ^0jte,vV 
flicting conditions in such a way as to arrive at 

founded conclusions

SlU®

Jl
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and the alkalinity tests which he was obtaining werestrong,
absolutely inaccurate. They also were not showing intelli- 

with regard to the necessity of increasing the doses ofgence
chemicals to meet varying conditions in the raw water. Cor
rective measures, recommended by the State Board of Health, 
and instruction of the operator, has resulted in this plant 
turning out one of the best outputs in our state at the pre

sent time.
At still another plant the biggest difficulty discovered 

when troubles arose seemed to be with the application of the 
chemicals, which in this plant required 
control on account of an influence on the color of the filtered 

the residual alkalinity became too high. The en-
man

extremely closean

water as
gineer who was employed when this plant started was a 
who had been for years pumping water out of the reservoir 
under the old system, and he could not be made to1 realize 
that careful supervision was necessary, and grossly neglect
ed controlling the flow of the chemicals. These operating 
troubles immediately ceased when a new, competent engineer

was put in charge of the plant.

The effect of an abnormal amount of organic matter or 
algae in comparison with the color of the water sometimes 
has resulted in an under dosing with coagulant, as this ad
ditional amount of organic matter has seemed to prevent pro
per coagulation with resulting incomplete removal of the 
constituents which it was intended to remove, and the effluent 
has contained alumina and abnormal amounts of color and 
algae. Proper dosing in view of the above-mentioned condi
tions has resulted in excellent work from this plant.

Another abuse is oftentimes attempting to operate a 
plant, with every possibility for good results, by methods 
which some men of limited experience may have used at some 
other plant, meeting entirely different conditions. Such cases 
have occurred under my observation, but have been capable 
of adjustment when instructions have been given which had 
in mind the type of plant and the raw water to be handled.

In connection with the operation of plants of the me
chanical type, it is essential that the night man should be 
one who can ibe depended upon to stay awake, as a nap for 
an hour or two may result in throwing the whole operation 
of the plant out of adjustment for several hours. I have had 
my experience with this trouble.

Having thus brought out the conditions which call for 
filtration of water supplies and having shown the good re
sults obtained with certain installations, I have also attempt
ed to point out a number of ways in which filtration plants 
are at times abused. One or more instances of abuse are 
sometimes the only cases of filter plants coming to the atten
tion of some people who immediately condemn the possi
bilities of the whole proposition of water purification on this 
meagre knowledge.

I would take this opportunity to warn you waterworks 
men against such conclusions from knowledge of some plant 
or plants which may not be doing all that has been claimed 
for them. I would also particularly caution that you do not 
take the cases of abuse which I have mentioned as indicative 
of any lack of confidence on my part in the ability of plants 
to purify water satisfactorily when the following essential 
points have -been observed: First, have the choice of the sys
tem and the general outline and construction of the plant in 
the hands of competent consulting engineers who are experts 
in these matters ; next, having obtained the plant properly 
constructed and designed to handle the water to be filtered, 
obtain the best possible men to oversee and run the plant 
after instruction from competent specialists, and if trouble 
occurs, call in advice to straighten out the difficulty instead

.'A 
.'A
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mining industry that the work of raising gold will still be in 
progress on the Rand 100 years hence.

Turning for a moment to the history of electric power 
on the Rand, a few details will be of interest. Siemens and 

the first to obtain a concession in 1894, and 
Rand Central Electric Works, Limited, in 1895,

POWER SUPPLY ON THE RAND.

By A. E. Hadley, M.I.E.E.*
Halske were
formed the ,
which had a plant aggregating 3,200 kw. capacity in 190O.

obtained by the Simmer & Jack

Lim',N?TE—The Victoria Falls and Transvaal C°™P^

6F? ïüÿgssgrs: sr«
Another concession

1897, from which the General Electric Power Com- 
was estblished in 1906 with plant having a capacity of 

2 500 kw. In 1905 Messrs. Lewis & Marks, having in view 
the possibility of supplying the Rand from their coal-fields 
at Vereeniging, 35 miles south, commenced obtaining way- 
leaves for a pole line, while certain European manufacturing 
companies sent out representatives to report on the prospects.

The Victoria Falls Company ultimately took over the 
two existing supply companies in 1907, and purchased the 
Vereeniging wayleaves from Messrs. Lewis & Marks, at the 

time entering into an agreement with them for the 
station at Vereeniging. In 1907,

was
mine in
pany

bg ^nder the original proposal a supply to the ^andv^ctolia 
Fall 1VCn Partly by transmitting power from ratjng
*2 700 miles distant, and partly by steam generating 

IOns Seated on the reef. The author became as

' :
1

mi:.i same
right to establish a power 
pending the installation of modern plant, a supply totalling 
P given from the existing steam stations whichKlSfti kw. was4,000
had been purchased.

As soon as it was appreciated that a cheap power supply 
available the mining groups entered into contracts with 

and the demands for power have since increased 
that it has throughout been the greatest difficulty 

raise capital and install plant rapidly

I ?» •A was
the company, 
so quickly - 
for the company to 
enough to satisfy the demand.

In 1908 the largest group 
hv the Rand Mines, Limited, and Messrs. Eckstein & Com- 
nany decided to change over their mines to electric driving. 
In addition to the supply of electricity to this group of mines,

Simmerpan.ig- —Exterior of Generating Station at
of mines, viz., that controlled

company shortly after its formation, and af ^
thr0Ugh gl 2nd with

or- the
Plan na* Proposal had been modified
p0w to suPPly part of the requirements

Cr fr°m the Falls.
of the

RÇfï*!*--

of 12,000 k.v.a._Turbo-Generator
Fig. *• the supply of compressed air forthe conditions called for 

working the rock drills.
The peak load of the 

88,000 kw., and the sales average 
These figures include the sales of

represent practically tne
mines had converted their compressors 

When the further

, Witwatersrand has
aris "" ^teat demand for power on tn development of

g-r.1 , '°u^h the extraordinarily success u discovered
*n t886C mines on the reef, which, althoug ^,s output of
^°ld ’ n°w produce 33 per cent, of 1 e , 0f the gold' 

further, it is estimated by the leaders

The combined undertaking has reached 
1,350,000 units per day. 

compressed air to 10 mines.
same amount of

The air units
energy as if these 10 ....
to electric drive and purchased electricity.and Transvaal

To\ve anaging Director of the Victoria Fall 
r C<)tnpany.
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optional, fi
method, in which the generator voltage is 
the further advantage of enabling the stators to 
structed with the bar winding having one bar per ^ 

The main system of transmission is effected by mei^0le 
40,000-volt overhead lines stretching practically tlie ^tefo 
length of the reef. At the present time, however, the " 
extremity is working as a 20,ooo-volt distribution ^

const511
circuit5'

Where the load is most dense the transmission
two rows of towers, each arranged to carry two

Fig. 4.—Air Compressors at Robinson Central Deel>

3 rakPaD'
The 40,000-volt transmission system is fed at 

Simmer Pan, Rosherville, and at Robinson Centra^ef, ^ 
the supply from the Vereeniging station joins the ^ ^ 
addition to these distribution stations the transmis51 ^g} to 
pass through two further distributing centres at r u $ <Ji5 
the east and Bantjes to the west. From these six P°^g 
tribution networks, laid out as ring mains, supply ^feiT 
ous sub-stations on the mines. The three eastern 
tion stations supply the system through lOeOOO-voK uDde( 
lines. The central portion of the area is served by 
ground 20,000-volt cable system. , »-

The Vereeniging station is connected to the ^
80,ooo-volt line approximately 35 miles long, term1 55ute 
the Robinson Central distribution station, where t e 
is transformed to either 40,000 or 20,000 volts, these gfgg& 
being also coupled together through transformers

d

a»

ing 16,000 k.v.a. e-<!
All transmission and distribution circuits, wlt ^jpp® 

ception of the long-distance 80,ooo-volt lines, are aüto^\ 
with the Merz-Price balanced relay system f°r 
switch control, without which a reliable supply °n g{e & 
main system could not have been given, and ^e^gita1^ 
pensive radial type of network would have been nec^
This balanced relay system is also employed f°r ^
tion of all transformers and for the large genera* ^ 
pilot wires for operating this system on the 40,000 ^ ^ ^
mission lines are combined with telephone circui ,
covered cable suspended overhead, while on all P1
networks (both overhead and underground) com 
and telephone cables are laid underground.

i

te5’
telepb

witchin® J 
fact»*' t(fll 
the ^

A special feature of the lay-out of the 
is the arrangement whereby the control of all 5 
the control and regulation of load, voltage, power 
other operating conditions, are in the hands of 
department.

One control engineer or load dispatcher 1S ^ 
for all routine switching and linking carried out

5ibl«
resPoI\nifl*

rany

dijCmahce pipes from pumping 
Sygy . STATION ON OAMSt

V CD
:

III
1 TRANSFORMER HOUSE

|| gravity INLET CHANNEL&SWITCH HOUSE

-
Jit >

COAL STORE %

j COAL STORE

I /IB V:

8!

/>
:

Iq '"‘-i 

|Q=3 
§0=1
13=3
|rz=3

Ü COAL STORE

5!
COAL STORE

*

cm
Mart 4M tSt

m
Fig. 3.—Plan of Rosherville Power station.

Power plants aggregating nearly 180,000 kw. have been 
installed in, or are under construction for, the stations enu
merated in the table given at the end of this article. They 

set out in the order in which they were built.
At Robinson Central air station there are also six elec

trically driven air compressors, each of 3,500-kw. capacity.
At all stations steam turbo-electric generating sets are 

employed, and produce three-phase energy at 50 cycles. Step- 
up transformers raise the generator pressure to 40,000, 20,000 
or 10,000 volts, and their interposition gives additional 
security to the machines against pressure rises.

are

This

demands for power which have already been notified are met 
by the plant now on order, the sales will reach 2,000,000 
units daily. The monthly load factor, based on the hour of 
maximum output, varies from 70 to 74 per cent.

The supply is furnished to all mining consumers at 2,100 
The necessary step-down transformersvolts and 525 volts, 

and switchgear are provided by the power company, while 
the consumer supplies the sub-station building and pays the 
power company a sum equal to 2 per cent, of the power bill 
to cover the losses in the step-down transformers.

The standard price in mining contracts covering not less 
than 12 years is 0.523d. per unit, as long as the monthly 
load-factor is above 70 per cent., the load-factor being based 
on the hour of maximum consumption. This price is subject 
to periodical revision depending upon the cost of production, 
and further, a participation with the consumers in the profits 
of the business after a due return has been paid on capital 
is also provided for. In case of failure of supply the con
sumers are entitled to a payment from the power company 
of 7s. per hour for each 100-kw. put out of commission.

The introduction of these prices on the Rand has reduced 
the cost of power to the mines by 40 per cent., and has re
duced the cost of production of gold by an amount varying 
from 6d. to is. per ton of ore milled. It has further resulted 
in considerable saving of capital expenditure on plant, 
which in the case of a new mine may amount to £100,000.

The area over which a power supply has to be given lies 
within a strip about two miles broad and stretching 50 miles 
from east to west. The total power used by the mines at the 
present time is estimated at about 400,00a horse-power.
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engineer 719CANADIANMay THE!5> 1913-
of the native, also required that the plant should beof that

mechanically operated.
of these considerations, and the great cost of

n the electrical system during his shift, and under the reg 
S0ns no switching can be carried out without his consent. 
J*/load dispatcher, as soon as any switching has been 
ti . 6<* out» adjusts a large diagram in the contre roo 

't shows every connection on the system-
c0n When the contract with the Rand Mines, Ll®ited’ "'a" 
^Cuded the site for the station was selected at the Rosh« 
tion Dam’ which is the largest lake on the Rand.

will shortly have a capacity of nearly 1°°’°°° ,'the
&Î bstal,ed. After the new extensions are completed tiie
th blne ro°m will be 450 feet long and 75 feft w j 
Z* WM be five right-angle boiler bays, each containing

g holers. The general lay-out is shown m Fig. 3-
complete, tne 

through the 
bunkers,

In view
constructional work in South Africa, the injector system of 
induced draught originally devised by Mr. Prat has been 
adopted in all the power stations. The system has been 
found to give the utmost satisfaction.

In the lay-out employed, adjacent boiler units are
ejector chimney, the top of which is 90 

above the boiler-house floor. An electrically driven 
fan, capable of developing 75 h.p., blows cold air

con
nected to a common 
feet 
rotary

coal coal-storage arrangements are very 
Ann being discharged from a height of 14 feet
«.£, "IT0" ““»*! '"■<*« iM° OU‘fe thé-bol. «rue- 

er which coal conveyers are arranged, the w
Ure ls open, as roofing is unnecessary, owing to the favor

chtnatic 
The
Per hour, 

and are

!

able
conditions.

conveyers, each capable
run in tunnels under the

of dealing with 4° tons of 
external coal store,

-ed with coal by gravity through shoots 
diiy above. These conveyers are kept 7 k rs in the 
boiler°J*muously! allowing the internal coa c tip is
fitter h°Use to be of small capacity. An au buckets
Wheri °7er tlle bunkers, which tips the co below a
cert • the coal in any particular bunker has a 
,>l"eL machines are »«" ”, „ ,„=
col; tUnnels, and the coal is weighed as it passes 

Veyer buckets.
Tke ashes are
band tr ^1,,

? LI ''ü''' *Vcoal
iM b-;--. '-«t.coal

, :i1 y

of the stokers 
discharged from the rear the

in the basement, where natives ^
haulb U,UCk out and attach them to a motor ov;ng
thes7e>ading to the ash dump. The question 

ashes by suction is at present under co

Flgi 6.—Double Tower Line at 80,000 Volts, and 
Construction Camp.into

!°aded
through the ejector situated in the chimney, thereby produc- 

suction in the flues, and a draught ofing the necessary
inch is usually employed.

With this arrangement great flexibility in the boiler 
house is obtained, and by the use of a torpedo-shaped damper 
in the air pipe regulating the pressure of the air jet, the duty 
of the boiler unit can be easily regulated to suit fluctuations 
in the load. The plant is absolutely smokeless, and it is 
difficult by looking at the ejector chimneys from outside the 

tell which boilers are at work.

about i

:
station to

The boiler unit selected is the Babcock & Wilcox marine 
fitted with chain-grate stokers, each having an integral

The boilers are arranged in
. *

type
superheater
two rows 
firing floor.
of steam per hour at a pressure 
of feed water of 100 deg. Fahr., and is capable of producing 

g qqq ib. of steam without undue forcing. The heating sur
face of the boiler is 5,520 square feet, of the superheater 
i 720 square feet, and of the economizer 2,200 square feet. 
A six-hour test on une of the boiler units gave a combined 
efficiency of boiler, superheater, and economizer of 80 per.

and economizer, 
in each boiler house, with a central and common 

Each boiler has a rated capacity of 32,000 lb.
of 220 lb. with a temperature

r*
;

1

:!
iV •

Diagram.pig. 5.—Load Dispatcher's cent.
The turbine room at present contains five turbo-genera- 
each of 12,000 k.v.a. (Fig. 2) and six steam compressors

com-'s tn0g ? c'ass of coal burnt at this and otllLr. the Middel- 
Vg «. y tke small coal from the collieries portjon of 
the 60 miles distant, mixed with ^ an aver-

Produced by the coal-cutters. lhe
c value of about 11,000 B.th.u. Pe 0f

n coal !r7 percentage of ash, viz., tbe plant is
°PeratJ and the high load factor at w superheater 
aP<J ec ’ necessitated a combination of b01 ’ possible ef- 

°7Zer that would give the highest P 
’ the high cost of white labor, and -

paressohrsV1eachatnaHngUt7.o3o3kw. are also being installed^ The 

turbines are of the A.E.G.-Curtis horizontal type having 
one high-pressure wheel with three rims of blades. The ad
mission pressure at the intake nozzles is brought down fron> 
220 lb at a temperature of 3oo°-350° C. to about 20 lb. with 
a superheat of about 20° C. In the low-pressure portion of 
the turbine, the steam is expanded through 12 stages. Both

a6e calorifi
Thethe

inefficiency

- 
■: 
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and pipe passages. Duplicate bus-bars are 
the 40,000 and 20,000-volt systems, the various 01 
being provided with knife selector switches to 
either bus-bar. The 40,000 and 20,000-volt system5 
nected together through coupling transformer5^^- 
switches consist of three single-phase coupled

are fbe

operated from a remote-control board. merci»1 5 4
Since the Rosherville station came into c°m 

* vice, troubles have been experienced owing to 
switches on short-circuit. When the Brakpan an ^aS1»1 
pan stations were started to supply the 40,ooo-volt 
sion and also the 10,000-volt local lines, their tot‘^ 
was 24,000 kw., and no trouble was experience ^jti 
short-circuit occurred on the system. When, by * t
of Rosherville, the system grew to 60,000 and 7 pfO^ 
capacity, switch breakdowns occurred, conclusive . ^ up ^ 
that no apparatus was available which could be r sb° 
to interrupt the immense rush of current occurring’ 
circuit. a$t t)^

Some serious line interruptions have in { li»6^
caused by the wilful throwing of bare wires over p 
When this form of short-circuit has occurred ne

0”

station, apparatus has usually been lost. llVp( ..rt,Dynamos running at a high speed have a 1°
reactance. The step-down transformers in the 1 
were designed with a low reactance to give g°° ^ a 5^ 
so that probably the total reactance in circuit 0 ^5 ^
circuit was about 7 or 8 per cent. The morne111»^^!’®0 

short-circuit could therefore reach theenergy on

lea**5The airamounts to about 40,000 gallons per hour, 
the compressor at a temperature of about 70 deg. C. atit

•*>
non-return valve is fitted, which allows a compressor ^ 
out to atmosphere when its pressure falls below that

Between the compressor and the pipe line an

air system. ^
By the use of the rotary compressors the air e° ^ ^ 

the pipe system is kept entirely free from oil and pis- 
purities liable to be introduced into the air system w e j 
ton compressors are employed. The speed regulati°D^ 
steam turbo-compressors is automatically controlled ^ 
pressure in the air pipes. The regulation of the eleC j'W 
driven compressors at Robinson Central is effeC ^ 
throttling the intake. The weight of a turbine-drive° 
pressor, condenser, and pumps is 180 tons.

The switchgear is laid out in a building at the s°^ jo 
end of the station, and the step-up transformers ^e. 
cubicles arranged along the outer side of the swit° up- 
The last-mentioned is constructed with four floors : g0of 
per floor contains the lightning-arrester gear, the oil
the bus-bars, the second floor the 40,00a and 20,000-_ }ys 
switches, whilst the lower floor is occupied with ca

hand and motor regulation of the speed are arranged for. 
The total weight of a 12,000-k.v.a. turbine set, including 
condenser and pumps, is 370 tons.

The stators of each of the six-pole generators are bar
The machines running atwound, having one bar per slot.

1,000 r.p.m. produce 50-cycle three-phase energy at 5,000 
volts, which is stepped up to either 10,000, 20,000, or 40,000 
volts, by transformers directly connected with the stator
terminals.

lined with metal casings before being
The

The rotor coils are
attached to the rotor by dovetailed grooves and wedges.

The frequentrotor carries a ventilating fan at each end. 
dust storms in South Africa charge the air with heavy par
ticles which might prove dangerous in the ventilation of the 

consequently each machine is provided with an air 
effective surface of fireproof cloth of 8,000 

Each turbine set is provided with a

machines, 
filter having an
square feet. ,
driven exciter, while a stand-by supply is also available from

motor-generator and battery.

direct-

a
The condensers have a cooling surface of 17,750 square

of about
centrifugal air

feet ; each set has a centrifugal circulating pump 
663,000 gallons per hour capacity, and a 
pump both connected on one shaft and driven direct by a 
steam turbine. The exhaust from the auxiliary turbine is 
taken to the middle stage of the main turbine, where the re

utilized down to the vacuummaining energy in the steam is 
of the condenser.

for the condensers and compressor jackets isThe water
taken from the lake through a channel excavated along the 
front of the station, and is discharged into a second cana 
placed alongside the intake ; this canal delivers the warm 
water to the lake at a point as far from the intake as pos
sible. Under normal conditions of water levels the intake 
water flows by gravity into the service canal, but in order to 
deal with periods when the water in the lake may be low, a 

station has been erected half-way along the dampumping
wall at the deepest part of the lake.

The boiler feed pumps are of the turbine-driven centri-
With thefugal type, and are installed in the turbine room, 

exception of certain electrically-driven bearing-cooling pumps, 
all auxiliaries are turbine-driven.

The generator transformers are connected by cables to
each of 12,500-k.v.a.their corresponding generators, and 

capacity. Where larger transformers have been required, as 
for the last two sets at Vereeniging, two transformers for 
each machine have been installed.
Rosherville are of the shell type and water-cooled, the wind
ings nearest the terminals being specially insulated to with-

volts for

are

The transformers at

stand between adjacent turns a pressure of 25,000
A test pressure of 160,000 volts was applied 

The weight of each trans-
five minutes.
to the whole of the windings, 
former complete without oil, is 50 tons ; the oil itself weighs
21 tons.

are similarThe steam turbo-compressors at Rosherville 
to the motor-driven compressors at Robinson Central, and 

each designed to deal with 22,000 cubic feet of free air 
per minute with an outlet pressure of 9 atmospheres (abso
lute). The power required on the shaft is, roughly, 3,500 
kw. In the case of electrically driven sets at Robinson Cen
tral each unit is divided into two halves on separate shafts, 
each motor having a capacity of about 2,000 k.v.a., and be
ing designed to operate at full load at a leading power factor 
of 85 per cent. The sets run at 3,000 r.p.m. 
driven compressors are arranged in two sections on the same 
shaft with an intercooler between them. The cooling water 
required for the jackets of the compressor and intercooler

are

The steam-

A
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The standard sizes of consumers’ transformers 
500 and 250 k.v.a., designed with the primary windings ar
ranged for either 20,000 or 10,000 volts. A temperature rise 
of 40 deg. C. is allowed above an 
C The windings near the outgoing terminals will stand a 

of 15,000 volts between adjacent turns. I he high- 
tested to the secondary windings and

are 1,000,
No oil switch, as atProportions of 500,000—700,000 r

Present designed, could interrupt this rush of pow 
assisted. The intensely hot gases formed by t ® ar ^

trough the oil, come into contact with the a e
Use an explosion, which, more often than not, is P 
a switch failure.
About the time that this trouble became apparent on ^

Stat' ’ 6Xactly the same difficulty was being eXpe”e obiem 
l°ns of similar large output in America, an been

as vigorously tackled over there. Many methods h * 

c 6 at Niagara, Chicago, and other places, an 1 a(j.
ditionaÎreraUy reCOgnized that y VthTrush of energy on 

a reactances in order to limit the ru cravedS« TirCuit- m certain cases this precaution has proved
inTl'y satisfactory. In others additional methods fora

oil switch have been necessary; such as (0 ^Te 
'ng the system on to separate bus-bars an 1 

c>Unt 0f machinery that would be affected by one ’ho* 
(2) the placing of two switches in sene* tu»£“ 

31 d opons first and inserts a non-inductive resistance, 
Clrcuit being actually broken by the secon sv _

ten, USe °f a fecial type of switch having two m * Jer
thTi°ne 0f which first introduces reactances, and

reaks the circuit. earth-
These methods have been tried on the RA'Almost

fault ’ S more than 90 per cent, of tfl. rpactances
lA t0 earth- At Rosherville and Vereenigmg 
Zly a Va,ae of about 6 per cent, have been installed^ 
Pracr the dynam°s and the step-up transformers.
ST6 iS t0 design both generators and transformers

°r power service with large
Iine ^ti Vereeniging and at the Rand end-°LaUed8 On the 

first ° systems of switching have been m , "employed 
in g Wo Vereeniging machines two switc es wfiile
On th Ies* one introducing a non-inductive rests been
Put il ast two machines, both of which have being
instai ° Service> a two-movement reactance switch^ ^ ^ 
break ’ Thls switch is constructed on t e contacts
for ,, STtch> but is provided with a second pair o con
C? final break. The separation of the first pair^of ^ 
teraiir,n,tr°duces two reactances placed centrally . of
conta f bushing inside the oil tank, and the se

c s finally breaks the circuit. sectionaIized
in 0rd s°me early date the system will also and in
doin.ff 6r t0 reduce the rush of power on s 01 bg inserted 
betWr ° reactances of relatively large va ue conomical 
to J Sections in those cases where it is not econ 

arate adjacent sections permanently.
tUshesh,Sf Pr°blem of switchgear for dealingAcTthat has 

been P ° P°Wer has proved one of the most America.
It has nC°Untered so far on the Rand and a s0 . g been
standa A yet been finally solved, nor have ^ wjtb
fbese 11Zed which are capable of dealing u ge remarks 
°n Swi ^Ptionally severe service conditions.
to the d' 8rear a.Pply not only t0 the Ce,nt_ra degree to 
Sl,tberc> ,stribution stations, and in a le=s

sub-stations. ^ voIts ro
CoPsum! e’ectrical supply at 2,000 volts and 55° ^ansformer 
statj0n Fs Premises is effected from 5 cp afe equipped
With J’. Which are built by the consumers, company.
Ib'ig . ltchgear and transformers by 1 e sub.stations con
nected ' There are 60 of these consumers ity varies
frorn , t0 the system, and their Z being
5.000k.v.a. to 2,000 k.v.a., the norm

kw. un-
, after air temperature of 40 deg.

pressure
tension windings are . . ,

with a pressure of 40,000 volts, and the insulators with 
The transformers have been supplied bycore

60,000 volts.
Messrs. Siemens, the Allgemeine Elektricitàts Gesellschaft, 
and the Westinghouse Company.

The transformers are exported filled with oil, thereby 
reducing the cost of transport and dispensing with the neces
sity of drying out after erection. In order to allow for the 
expansion and contraction of the oil each transformer tank 
is connected with a second smaller tank fixed on the wall of 
the sub-station. This expansion tank is fitted with a vertical 
vent-pipe, so that only a small surface of oil is in contact 
with the air, and by this means sludging is prevented. Each

the
the
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Fig~ g—section of Standard Type of Consumers' 

Sub-station.

sub-station chamber has a short stack, which induces a 
natural draught and provides effectual ventilation. Double 
bus-bars are provided for each voltage. The high-tension 
and low-tension switchgear in each sub-station is arranged 
. different chambers with a central operating passage be
tween containing no “live” material. The '‘live” chambers 

locked, and stringent regulations as to the possession of 
the keys ensure that no unauthorized person can obtain ac
cess- in no case is one man allowed to enter alone, 
total' capacity of the transformers in operation, including 
Aerator transformers and coupling transformers, is 
usually large, amounting at the present time to 450,000 

but this will be increased to 508,600 k.v.a. when the 
delivered and on order are brought into com

are
The

un-

f but also 
the con-

k-v.a. ;
transformers
mission.

of welfare work

They give a generous support to recreation and sport, and 
facilitate in every way the promotion of social intercourse 
among all classes of the employees.

Some 60 residences and quarters have been built by the
stations, and at each stationat the various powercompany
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inter651’The following extracts from an article in the 
Engineer for March, 1913, will no doubt be read with 
especially by the younger men in the profession :

The opportunities opening up to young engineers 10^ 
numerous and varied than ever before. ^'e

da)’

as **are more
them taking up the business part of their profession 
as the technical part and holding positions as 
superintendents, presidents, etc., of large corporations.

a£erSlman

If the engineer is to take advantage of these opP°r^j. 
ties, how must he be prepared, what are the necessary 
fications in order to attain success?

Evidently knowledge of theory is not the only Qu 
tion required, knowledge of practice is not the only Q ^ 
cation required. It is essential that the engineer ^ 
possess the knowledge of both theory and practice, 
addition to these he must have character and judgmeBt' . t 

Character and judgment are qualities which ^ete ^(6 
an engineer’s advancement just as much as and perhaps [0 
than his technical knowledge. It is no uncommon sis ^ 
see men with an excellent knowledge of both tlaeory 
practice occupying subordinate positions, while th°se 
less knowledge but with more executive ability are V 
over them.

rdio8
1 ne engineer IS lUCdSUicu ama auvauuuu

j. True efficiency can only be obtain*- t 
combination of technical knowledge, character and ju'^ fre 
It is essential that the engineer should learn thoroug 
fundamental principles upon which is based the Pa je 
branch of engineering which he is to follow, and c0p 
should have the power to apply them intelligently a sot 
rectly. He should be able to observe accurately and -se, 
logically from premises gained by observation or ot ^ 
His character should be such that his word and b°ne 
always be relied upon and that he should realize the 
principles which should govern a man’s acts in . ,v 
and which should regulate his conduct towards bis

0a”

fell0""

di-men. ndHis judgment should in all cases be unbiased ^ 
pend entirely upon the facts presented. This implieS 
ing power and ability to reach logical conclusions.

These qualifications may perhaps be best g-joeeï
the “Specifications for a Good Engineer’’ in Chief ■x0Q&i' 
Starling’s report to the Mississippi Levee ComimsS 
which are as follows : j,ef>

“A good engineer must be of inflexible integrity 
truthful, accurate, resolute, discreet, of cool and sou 
ment, must have command of his temper, must have ^ ^ 
to resist and repel attempts at intimidation, a firlD f 
is proof against solicitation, flattery or improper ^a^grg 
kind, must take an interest in his work, must be e a’ 
quick to decide, prompt to act, must be fair and 
a judge on the bench, must have experience in bis ^ ^ 
in dealing with men, which implies some maturity 
must have business habits and knowledge of aCC°unup eveI^ 
who combine these qualities are not to be picked B je- 
day. Still, they can be found. But they are 'great ^ ratbcj 
mand, and when found, they are worth their Pr®e^t;giate 
they are beyond price, and their value cannot be e 
in dollars.”

* Professor Civil Engineering, University of

6tic’

at»
Ide»

itob»'

SOME QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED OF ^ 

ENGINEER.

By Prof. E. Brydone-Jack, B.A., C.E.*

a boarding house and recreation rooms are provided. Gener
ally speaking, the conditions of life comparé very favorably 
with those of an engineer on the mines. A fleet of 14 motor- 

is maintained in constant service for the use of thosecars
officers and engineers of the company whose duties necessi
tate visiting the different parts of the system. A special de
partment handles the entire transport of materials, and em
ploys constantly two motor-lorries and 50 mules and horses.

Steam- 
driven air 

compressors 
installed.

Total capacity 
of electric 
generating 

plant installed. 
Two 3,000-kw. 

sets
Six 3,000-kw. 

sets
Five 10,000-kw. 

sets

ExtensionsName
inof

progress.station.
Brakpan

Simmerpan

Three 7,000-kw.
steam-driven 

air compressors

Six 3,500-kw. 
machines

Rosherville

Four to.ooo-kw. 
sets

Vereeniging

Two 10,000-kw. 
sets

Extensions in
1913.

41,000 kw.21,000 kw.------ 114,000 kw.

Total capacity of plant installed and in progress, 176,000 kw.

ELEVATORS ON PACIFIC COAST

Prince Rupert is to make a bid for the wheat traffic that 
will come to the Pacific coast from the prairie provinces. 
Mr. J. E. Dalrymple, third vice-president of the Grand 
Trunk Pacific, has announced to the board of trade of the 
northern city, that an elevator with a capacity of ten mil
lion bushels is to be erected on the townsite and that con
struction will start shortly. This is really the first definite 
announcement of the construction of big wheat elevator 
on the Canadian Pacific coast, with the intention of looking 
after the trade that is expected. There has been talk of 
many in and around Vancouver and New Westminster. Mr. 
Dalrymple’s statement is definite, and shows that the Grand 
Trunk Pacific will have some of the trade from Western Al
berta when its line is completed. The Canadian Pacific 
Railway at this point will also get busy when the time 
comes, so it can be taken as granted that elevators will be 
erected in the neighborhood of Burrard Inlet in due course. 
Officials of the railway have stated the traffic will be taken 

of when it arises, and naturally they will do what they 
can to increase business.

A number of leading officers of the Great Northern and 
Northern Pacific Railways have been on the coast during 
the past week. A stated time is now given when the North
ern Pacific will have its own tracks into Vancouver, that is, 
as far as Cloverdale on the south side of the Fraser River, 
thence by Great Northern Rails into Vancouver. A joint de
pot with the Great Northern is spoken of. There has also 
been a slight hint that the Great Northern would link with 
the Canadian Northern in a big depot at the head of False 
Creek. The suggestion is reasonable, for if two depots are 
erected they will be quite close together, and one large de
pot would serve the purpose better. But, as one of the of
ficials remarked, it is three years yet before filling in oper
ations will be completed, so there is plenty of time to figure 
out about the depot.

care
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the meter as a factor in elimination
OF WATER WASTE.

Within the past few years a phase of municipal 
engineering that has attracted more than passing interest 
is that which has to <lo with the control of public water 
supply for domestic purposes. In some cases munici
palities are supplied by private companies, while in 
others the system is controlled by the municipality and 

one of its branches of the administration. Inrun as
either case the problem of supplying the water to each 
individual on an equitable and fair basis is a very real 
one, and it would seem that the only satisfactory solution 
of the problem is the adoption of the meter system.

The waste of water that goes on in many muni
cipalities in many cases is appalling, and in some in- 

positively criminal. Statistics show that the 
amount of water wasted during the winter months with 
the sole object of preventing freezing of pipes is equal 
to six gallons per day per capita for the entire year. 
While this waste is allowed to continue it most effec
tively prevents the enlargement of works and the attach
ment of new sources of supply at great cost, for almost 
all statistics show that could the waste of public water 
be brought down to its minimum, the question of an 
adequate supply dependent upon enlarged uses and the 
increase of population would practically be adjusted.

While there have been many arguments against the 
more general introduction of the meter system, such as 
references to the unlimited supply of water and its effect 

health, etc., it is a fact that the meter system

stances

upon
stands to-day an unqualified success and the only logical 
solution of this very vexed question.

Looked at from the viewpoint of economics the use
fulness of the water meter is unquestioned. Its value in 
this direction has been demonstrated time and time again. 
On the other hand, there are some cities in which influ- 

constantly at work looking to the preventionences are
of their introduction. This will probably always be the 

but- the fact remains that the only sensible way to 
check this enormous waste is by the introduction of the
case

water meter.

THE ENGINEER AND HIS READING.

While, perhaps, the engineer is not more negligent 
about what he reads regarding what is going on in his 
profession than many other classes, the fact remains that 
too many engineers leave our universities with the 
impression that while at university it was proper he 
should read, and read much, when he gets out into the 
field it is work that is called for.

In this day of rapid changes the realm of engineering 
;s no exception, and it behooves the technically trained 
man to see to it that he does not neglect the opportunities 
which are afforded him of securing information generally 
covering the latest practice in all branches of engineering, 
and particularly the one in which he is most interested. 
In fact, he is likely to be a better engineer if some of 
bis time is given over to the study of other phases of 
engineering than the one in which he is specifically in
terested at the moment.

In order to keep himself posted concerning develop
ments going on in engineering practice, he should most 
assuredly, in addition to relying on his text-books, spend 
some time in reading the current technical papers. He 
should come to realize the importance of knowing what 
the man is doing who is engaged in the same class of 
work as himself; in other words, he must modernize his

engineer 723THE CANADIANMay I5, 1913.
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first issU<
Tlii5We beg to acknowledge the receipt of the. 

of the journal of the Regina Engineering Society^^eS 
publication, as is stated in the introduction, “syn1 ^jec'1 
the spirit and enterprise of the West having for lts^ ^oil 
the welding of the engineers of the province int0 pfO- 
which shall jealously uphold ‘the dignity of 1 
fession.’ ” To all this The Canadian Engine ^ 
“Amen,” and hopes that the expectations of 1 
men responsible for the birth of the Regina Eng* 
Society and those who are more actively connec^^li 
its work will realize their o ject, which is a 
one. The journal contains a esumé of the ^e8 e$e 
of this society, the first meeting of which was c 
on Tuesday, April 2nd, 1912, and at which fifty e r $0" 
were present. During the year there have ^E^ic^ 
one dozen papers presented, the titles of whic 0 
the broad scope in engineering which the mem 
this society represents. We congratulate the s g 0f tj> 
its progress, and hope that it will in every 
word be successful. It is interesting to note 
following papers have been promised for Pr®gjje H1. 
before the society during the coming months : j lfl
Grades,” by E. W. Murray, B.A.Sc. ; “P^^presf. 
tensive Cultivation,” by A. E. Eisenach ; i<<5ciePi’L 
Air Water Supply,” by F. McArthur, B.Sc. L.;s. “* 
Methods of Designing Streets,” by J. R- ” ^ ’(Xe ’ 
Law of Contracts and Specifications,” by p- 

“Power House Economy,” by J. A. Gibsoand

With the announcement from Ottawa this week

of &tenders for the buildin
Canal will probably b called for toward the end 0' 
month, one is struck with the fact that Canada is ,at 
and more being confronted with engineering projects 
a few years ago would have been considered un1 » 
The writer recalls being in the office a very few 1 
ago of one of, if not perhaps the largest, engineering ^ 
tractor in Great Britain, a man who was at the hea, t5 
a contracting organization whose activities exte ^ 
almost every part of the civilized world. He was a 
why it was he gave little or no attention to Cana t 
a field of operation. He answered to the e.EeCL j,is 
Canada was yet of insufficient importance to justi y , 
giving it his attention owing to the absence of large ^ 
jects of an engineering nature. It is interesting totj,erS 
that that particular firm, as well as two or three 
in the same class, now have very aggressive org1 ^ 
tions in Canada and are actively bidding for worK^e 

it to record a fact such as this. ^ 
large responsibility. Our various engin® to

I 1 1 1 T~V _ Ï   Î11   - JminT l** A

It is pleasant to record a fact such as this, 
work means _ 
schools throughout the Dominion will no doubt r^rfc 
the occasion and see to it that the type of engineer ^ef 
out is equal to the challenge which this day of 
things in engineering in Canada gives him.

practice ; be aware of the progress his profession is 
making, if he is to be in a position to adopt new ideas 
and new processes and apply them in his own daily work. 
He will get such service by a careful reading of the 
leading technical journals covering the profession of en
gineering. While a man may succeed, and succeed to a 
very unusual degree as an engineer without the help 
which the technical press can afford him, it is fair to 
assume, other things being equal, that the man who is 
posted in relation to his work, due to a careful study of 
technical journals, which show him how the other man 
is attacking and accomplishing certain results, will make 
an even greater success.

It is particularly important that the younger en- 
career make it a practice togineer just beginning his 

read such papers as most adequately cover the particular 
branch of engineering he is to specialize in, and, where 
necessary, make a practice of clipping those articles 
which are of particular interest to him, and which are 
likely to prove of value in the days which are to come, 
and which will doubtless have a direct bearing upon
his work.

THE WATERWORKS OF CANADA.

Through the courtesy of the Commission of Con
servation we have received a copy of a report compiled 
by Leo. G. Denis, Hydro-Electric engineer of the Com
mission of Conservation, in which is given a very large 
amount of valuable data covering the waterworks sys
tems now in existence throughout the Dominion of Can
ada. The report includes detailed information concerning 
something like 360 plants, as well as a table showing 
the number of sewage disposal plants in Canada, which 
information has been tabulated from data compiled by 
the committee on sewage disposal of the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineers, 1911-1912. The information 
relating to each waterworks is given under the name of 
the city, town or village, it being arranged alphabetically 
under each province, while the provinces are arranged 
geographically from east to west. The information given 
has been arranged in a very concise and convenient form, 
and it is hoped that it will prove valuable to all who are 
interested in water supply generally. Not only that, but 
it will also help those directly connected with waterworks 
systems to become better acquainted with conditions re
lating to other plants than their own. The report con
tains a number of valuable charts summarizing the infor
mation gathered, and altogether is a very valuable 
addition to the statistical literature covering this very 
important phase of the civil engineer’s work.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.
A'

, tflOn representations made by the Cana 1PeS;red (t 
facturers’ Association as to the material ^ col ‘ 

be submitted, and that more time is require^ 
and codify it to the best advantage, the Boarc Pjgratio” jj 
Commissioners has determined that the con ^cat;0n ^ 

reciprocal demurrage and its suggested ap^rrnui'raf ?t

be
Mood^’ ftp
send *n ti^

A most interesting and valuable symposium on the 
subject of expert advice comes to this office in the form 
of a verbatim report of a discussion held at a meeting 
of the American Institute of Consulting Engineers when 
that subject was the topic. That the need of better and 

intelligent methods of securing expert evidenefe is 
called for is evident, and the subject is one that should 
have great interest for the engineering profession. Those 
interested may secure a copy of the brochure by address
ing a letter to Eugene W. Stern, secretary American 
Institute of Consulting Engineers, 101 Park Avenue, 
New York.

more
Canada, also what is known as the “Average 
Plan, should stand until a special hearing t0 
the Central Station Building, Ottawa, Ont., on 
16th next. Boards of Trade interested may

desire, and Pr
sen«

data from time to time as' they 
cases entirely by written arguments.

A
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STOPPING planes in reinforced 

CONCRETE.*

THEI9I3-
full tensile strength being available. A tem- 

face-board would be necessary to keep a vertical face
beams, ensure 
porary -
of concrete to join up against on resuming. The upper part 
of the slab being in compression, the action under loading 
will be simply pressure on the two concrete faces, and the 
shearing stress at the joint will be nil.

By Edward J. Stead.f

«deration is as a rule given to the determination of posi- 
ns °f stopping planes in this class of work.

Beams and Slabs__In concreting beam and ^lab^work,

of the

£>é&/77
IN)

it *is a common practice to fill up the beam forms 
Worv6 Under side of the slab ; then, at a later stage 
D°rk’ t0 follow over with the slab concreting separately 

ring the interval, the surface of exposed concrete re 
not'6 7 less injury from dirt, etc., and it has frequently been 
kn tkat ttle shear reinforcement gets flattene 0 ^
of Jke,d out of shape. These circumstances result a p 
in p65 ness as regards horizontal shearing on t e 1 
Plan ^ ' •1 ' 11 has further been observed that the stopping
the fS 'n tbe slab concreting are often made ver 1 ^

0ng"itudinal centre lines of beams, as at c in 
as tÎ"! ’’his type of design the beams are in general ealeu at 
cessf ieams; and> notwithstanding the fact that ma 
^contracts have been carried out in the manner md>_ 

Pora/ “ .1S submitted that it is undesirable to ma ^
fully th]°lnts in the position shown. No matter Q_
genLhe surfaces are cleaned and roughened, the 

y so greatly desired cannot be secured.
PreJ° °btain the full value of the area of concrete m com

Csr-'- ,h*> »“*■“ •- br tjSSe neutral axis, together with the wid

Z-i-------------§

££
JDecr/77

h y

Deem

H______________ - --------- ->i
Fig 2.—Beams Running in One Direction Only—Beams and 

Slabs Cast as Units—Planes Midway Between Beams.

In constructing larger floors where there are both main 
and secondary beams, a somewhat similar method is desir
able. For the purpose of illustration, a floor has been as
sumed as in Fig. 3, where the main beams, supported at in
tervals by columns, run the short way of the building ; and 
between the main beams are the secondary beams, with a 
slab over all.

Here the main beams and column connections demand 
special notice, and from theoretical considerations the con
creting would be most advantageously carried out in bays 

the short way of the building, each bay comprising a

c►

across
main beam and portions of the attached secondary beams 
and slabs, the joint lines being along the centre lines of 
slabs and parallel to the main beams, as shown by the broken
jjnes a_a. Complete homogeneity would thus be assured to
the main beams and the portions of the slab acting therewith 

T-beam ; there would be no break in the work or around

• •
• • »,

€Fi8. 1 In Probable
Plane Over Beam Centre, Resulting 

Weakness in Slab. as a

a
^actfcabZ *1 topping planes should be e*^d®d’ reinforce

ment- ■ e’ froru that area. Unless the , es and posi
tion n tbe beams maintain their intended 5 ent and
WeSXanre ri*fdly attached to the tensile con.

«ructio Creted int0 the compression area, t e f depth
^ :°7approaches that of a rectangular beam ol P^
Con;idW'th/he slab resting upon it, and the strength w

rably less than the designer intende • ,anes
* a ma«er of practical construction, stoppi 

in C^Ur S0lnewhere in the concrete ; an 1 n0 sec
tary k 6 CaSe of beams *n one direction on y ^eam and
s*ab jn eams—the better practice is to cas the dot-
ted i; °«e operation, as shown in Fig. 2> 111 , ith the
bea*Ï ! ^ and h-j represent joint lines paraît w 
> be nDd at centres of the slabs betwe'VjAhe slab, as 

n is at ° Serious objection to the joint t t°u_ reinforce- 
-entaWht angles to the direction of the main

bars of which, being continuous o
* JT
| Ar°m Concrete and Constructional 

«Peers SS°C’ate Member, British Institution

thUst

a
Fig. 3l—Main Beams With Column Supports ; Second Beams 

Centre Lines of Slabs, Parallel to Main 
Beams; also at Centre of Middle Span.

the column heads; and so far as the secondary beams are 
concerned, the stopping planes would be in the most suitable 
positions—viz., at the centre of the span and at right angles 
to the direction of the beam.

—Planes on

hi or moreover two

Engineermg'
of Civil En-

3
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By careful consideration beforehand, the P°sl ^ 
stopping planes ought to be determined and then w0 ^ 
Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the necess

Assuming, however, that the size of the building is such 
that the volume of concrete in one bay, as indicated, is too 
great to be put in without a break, it will be necessary, in 
order to reduce the amount of work to be done in one opera
tion, to make stopping planes through the main beams. The 
first point then calling for notice is the necessity for avoid
ing a break at the points of inflexion (which are at approxi
mately a distance of one-fourth the span from the supports), 
on account of the shearing action at such points. A stop
ping plane could most advantageously be made at the centre 
of the middle span—i.e., in the line b—b.

In no case should concreting be stopped in beams or 
slabs where shearing stress is likely to be great, as at a point 
near the supports or under a heavy concentrated load.

It is necessary to fix the whole of the reinforcement in 
beams before concreting is commenced ; but in the case of 
slabs a common practice is to lay the bars down a few at a 
time as the concreting proceeds. The adoption of the stop
ping planes advocated above necessitates the fixing of the 
slab bars in advance of the concreting—a decided gain as 
regards accuracy of spacing and the ultimate strength of 

the work.

i Jec/zon to concreted
I at one opera t/on 1

«

Gey<3

3>
Concreting »n

Fig. 5.—Formation of Temporary Joint in 
Arch Transversely.

ut tiP*
thoroughly cleaning, roughening, and laying thick S 
on all stopping plane surfaces when concreting 15

menced.
Columns.—In general, stopping planes in columns pre

difficulty, as they are usually concreted for the full
Even if this does

sent no
height between floors at one operation, 
not occur, provided the concrete is temporarily left with a 
horizontal surface, and kept clean and free from foreign 

weakness is incurred, as the joint will be at right

professionsTRADES UNIONISM FOR

By A. B. Howes.
matter, no 
angles to the pressure upon it. trade and

advantag^.

dividing labor into special and distinct branches wa pfir 
ed, and as civilization progressed the adoption of 1 ^ ^ 

ciple became one of its distinguishing features, ah ^e, 
ways tended to its advancement. ... In course 0 e(j We 
trades became separate and distinct from one an ^ciets 
find, on the part of the members of each trade, a° 
ing tendency to unite for the purpose of contre

of
of a >

In the study of the history of commerce, 
facture we find that at an early period theArches.—The stopping planes in concreting arches may 

occur, according to the magnitude of the arch, either longi
tudinally or transversely. In each case, both the upper and 
lower reinforcements should be placed and fixed securely in 
position prior to commencing concreting, 
a strip the full thickness of the arch should be concreted 
from abutment to abutment in one operation, the temporary 
joint being made against a profile erected on the laggings, 
in the case of longitudinal reinforcement only, or, in the 

of mesh reinforcement, by short boards set vertically

Where possible,

particular trade. . . .

Although it is rather a contradictory use 
find that in the past unions among members “ ^ 

ticular profession were, in certain cases, recognize 
Legislature, and were given statutory control over 

bers of that profession. . . .

case
between the meshes, as shown in Fig. 4- we

the
-r I Ject/0/2 tot>e co/Tcreteds
TemJjTc7f{^ r-cïïnTÿereljan j reqU>*.

That registration is the outcome of modern  ̂^.eS ;? 
ments is abundantly shown by the action of the ^ 0 . 
requiring the registration of professions which 1° ^ pr”. 
Country can be carried on by anyone, although1 »> 
bability before many years have elapsed this W1S® 

be general in Great Britain as well.
To summarize, the advantages of registra*1011 

be these :—

1 P-JSee 3<?<7ret
V

\Jirut

/er<7<7/n<i 53 ar*°
aPP®

Fig. 4.—Use of Temporary Board Facing in Longitudinal 
Concreting of Arch. a*

ber5-
of meC°The standardization of the qualification 

all events as regards a minimum qualification. tb«irIn concreting sections of the arch transversely, the stop
ping planes should be at right angles to the line of pressure, 
or, for all practical purposes, perpendicular to the curve of 
the arch at the point ; and, where possible, it is preferable 

section the full width of the bridge at one

Powers of discipline over the members in effect*

professional conduct ; powers which are especia^ 
where such conduct is not within the purview fe55'081'

Regulation of fees paid to members of the P g tbf6 

A closer union in the profession by reason o

to concrete a
operation. The temporary joint in. this case will be made 
against a straight shutter of such depth as to be a very easy 
fit between the upper and lower reinforcement, such shutter 
being slipped in from the ends and temporarily secured at 
the proper angle. On recommencing, the shutter will be 
drawn out, the face-boards fixed, and concreting proceeded 
with. The formation of a stopping plane of this description

of

or

principal advantages.

A general uplifting of the tone and character 
fessiom by reason of its recognized disciplinary

which ^ ]
ciatto11 J[Extracts from an interesting paper 

recently read before Quantity Surveyors’ Asso
is shown in Fig. 5.

1!
g
g
g
1
m
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bitumen which is lacking in cementing valueaggregate or
from natural causes or the rotting action of gas or water, or 
a combination of these defects, very distinct waves or bumps 
will be produced by the action of heavy traffic. These waves 

in recently laid pavements in which the 
of the highest quality, but in such

maintenance of sheet asphalt
PAVEMENTS.*

By Francis P. Smith, C.E.f sometimes occur 
asphalt cement used

- will usually be confined to a few places. Investigation 
will almost always show defective binder in these spots, or 

soft an asphalt cement, or too great a thickness of pave
ment owing to an error in the grade of the concrete. A pav
ing mixture, designed to have proper stability when laid two 
inches thick, will often fail in this respect when laid four 
inches thick, which is the explanation in the case last cited 
Too soft an asphalt cement will also reduce the stability of 

Once these waves appear, they are aggravated 
The wheel of each vehicle

was
asphalt pavement involvesThe proper maintenance of an _ .

r making of such repairs to it from time to time as are 
pessary in order that it may continue to render efficient

rVlCe as a safe and smooth roadway or street.
The deterioration which eventually renders these r®p 

^ss^y commences as soon as the pavement is ai 
y be bmadly classified under the following heads:

L defects due to the wear and tear of traffic.
2; defects caused by the deterioration, through age 

°=Ure °f the bituminous cementing material use 
3- Defects in construction.

cases

too

and a pavement.
by traffic passing over them, 
rises to the crest of the wave and then drops down with con
siderable force into the adjacent depression. The plastic 
pavement in this way is continually displaced at the low 
spots and shoved up at the high spots until in many in- 

the concrete will be exposed at the bottom of the 
Similar depressions are produced by setting

Dav Traffic Deterioration__Under traffic the surface 0 tja®
partetIlent abraded and gradually wears off and t e

,Cl6S exp°sed on the top are more or less crushed and 
ÏÏn' Where these partides are large, this crushing action 
it :P a‘nly noticeable, but with the smaller particles 
Weatb ard t0 detect it. Under heavy traffic and unfavorabk 
tre! f COnditions, these crushed grains become active ce 
top- tt, disintegration. The crushed particles are no 
TV , 6r by the asphalt cement and are soon swe 

he h0l« thus made in the pavement serve to retain the 

and the edges of the holes are eventua y Q
down, thus enlarging the hole. 1S 

C dUC6d all over the surface tends to make it wear y 
effect ™0re. raPidly than would otherwise be tic ca* has 
been ° tb’s action, which at first glance appears ■_
ence Wel1 established by years of investigation an 
tC lhat h has become axiomatic in the paving * 
i‘'«Vi,, thE traek the finer m„« be »«
PavemSln& tbe mineral aggregate. In hot weat er> j
Cment is Plastic, the abrasion of the surface: is> ««h les 

Q m cold weather, when the pavement is hard 
on h. Practically no plasticity. In hot weather th 
consS868’ shoes sometimes mark up the pavement to

«««. be, ,h, subsequent "^e-

less • ars these marks out almost comp , paVe-
thentsmtf community unaccustomed to skeet: a* QeW pave
ment Ç appearance of these caulk mar s 1 ing its
speedy ,a Ways regarded as an ominous sign the
Davem estruction and failure. As a matter enough
to sho\enl* especially when newly laid, were n°, s;gn that 
‘he a ,tbese marks it would be an almost mfal g {
life S**' cement used in it was too hard.and that t ^ 
Cetnp-. e Pavement would be less than , vs com-

bueu used. Traffic » - P»”»f •
ttvo-y. and increases its density, and , a new
°he. T^0'd Pavement will always mark up e compara- 
tively 6 Pressure per square inch exerted Y 
than trarrow ‘ire of a heavily loaded vehicle is

• at exerted by the heaviest steam rc' e .g were not
• ’ case tvheet asphalt pavements. E''en tires pass-
‘hg jw, ’ the kneading action produced by na greater
COttlPre^ tlmes °ver the surface would a''a>S tion 0f the 
b‘0ad J100 than could be obtained by the actio

“es of a steam roller. , narrow

thace ‘be traffic is confined to a compa push
es fore,, -1S always in the same directl“", ‘Ler the pave
ment j ls exerted on the pavement. mtiroper mineral 

c s inherent stability, due to an 1
University-

stances 
depression.
manholes too high above the surrounding pavement. Vehicles 

off these high manhole covers onto the pavement and 
pound it out of place. It is better to set all manholes 

slightly below the -grade established for the finished pave-

drop
soon

ment.
Waves are much less liable to appear in those portions 

subjected to cross traffic ; i.e., in>sture
of the pavement which 
which the traffic does not always move in the same direction. 
This is usually the case at street intersections, and, if pro- 
periy constructed, the pavement in these locations almost 

lasts longer than in any other part of the street. It 
seriously suggested that in order to increase the

aretes

always
has been .
effective life of pavements, the direction of the traffic in the 
afternoon should be the reverse of that in the morning,, but 
the resulting confusion would probably more than offset the 
gain from such a procedure. Car tracks in a street paved 
with sheet asphalt may cause the pavement to deteriorate 
very rapidly. Unless the rails are very heavy and laid on an 
adequate foundation, they will vibrate excessively when cars 

This is especially the case where tracks

SeSses

over them.pass
designed for light city or town cars are subsequently called 

to carry heavier cars or cars of the interurban type, 
only will the vibration be excessive, but the rails will 

frequently sink below the level of the pavement and leave 
depressions where the water will collect. To prevent the 
vibration from being communicated directly to the sheet 
asphalt, rows of paving blocks or bricks are frequently plac
ed along the rails, although in many cases the sheet asphalt 
eC When the vibration is

upon
Not

is brought up directly to the rails, 
excessive, the sheet asphalt pavement crumbles or cracks 

short time and leaves an opening for surface water 
to enter between the wearing surface and the concrete foun
dation, thus permitting the rotting action elsewhere describ

ed to- take place.
Effect of Ageing

in a very

much greater 
in the and Exposure.—All bituminous ma- 

work deteriorate upon exposure to the
water

1 aYin terials used in paving
elements and to the rotting action of escaping gas, 
and street liquids. The lighter oils contained in them gradu
ally volatilize, thus hardening the remaining bitumen. As 
the hardening process goes on, the pavement loses its plas- 

with increased rapidity. Eventually 
its elasticity and the pavement cracks, 
cracks crumble away and the cracks be-

the

Whe ticity and wears away 
the bitumen loses 
The edges of these

sufficient^ wide to be plainly felt by vehicles passing 
bumping action previously described in 

waviness is produced and adds to the

come 
over
connection with

Thethem.
* Abstr 
+ Che

Columbia
act of lecture delivered at 

mical Engineer, New York City.
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fie previously described. If the pavement is cut thr eDt 
this point, the white sand grains will be plain y a ween 
and the whole mass can be readily disintegrated 
the fingers. As soon as the rotting action reaches 
face, the pavement is quickly worn away by traffic an 

is produced.

In order torapidity with which crumbling takes place, 
guard against this and prolong the effective life of the pave
ment, the asphalt cement used in its construction is made as 
soft as possible without rendering the pavement too mushy 

The extent to which this can be carried depends 
the grading and character of the sand employed. With

sur-
ahole

when new.
the 8aS 
leakag®

upon
a well-graded sharp sand and plenty of filler, a much softer 
asphalt cement can be used than with a poorly graded or 
rounded sand. This is due to the greater inherent stability 
of the former type of sand. It is obvious that a mineral ag
gregate which when dry strongly resists displacement will 
permit the use of a comparatively soft asphalt cement. Modern 
traffic conditions have in this particular respect come to the 
aid of the pavement makers. Automobiles in their passage 
over the pavement are continually dropping a certain amount 
of oil on its surface which is very evenly distributed by the 
large number of vehicles passing over it. This oil is gradually 
absorbed by the pavement and thus softens the bitumen and 
counteracts to a large extent the hardening action of time 
upon it. This is very clearly shown in a certain pavement 
in Chicago, which, prior to the passage of any considerable 
number of automobiles over it, some five years ago was so 
hard and badly cracked as to have practically reached its 
limit of usefulness. The street in question subsequently de
veloped into an automobile centre with the result that the 
pavement was softened up by the dropping of oil upon it to 
such an extent that it is still giving satisfactory service. 
Fifth Avenue, New York City, is a somewhat similar case.

Some asphalts are more easily rotted by water action 
than are others. With such asphalts it is more than ever 
necessary to make the pavement as dense as possible to pre
vent the water from getting into it. Generally speaking, 
with all asphalts the wetter the climatic or other conditions, 
the denser and richer in bitumen should the mixture be made.

similar result andGas leaks produce a very 
sometimes travels a long distance from the point o ^ 
before it actually comes in contact with the pavemen •t aspbat

for the deterioration of sheer
outlyiaS 
traffic»

resi-Another cause 
pavement is lack of traffic. Pavements laid on 
dence streets and culs-de-sac with little or no

cra<* 
0deratf

much more quickly than if they were subjected to a ^ ja 
traffic, which appears to be necessary to keep the _ur. 
the pavement. This is probably due to the fact that y
face is not in such cases kept at the maximum de ^
the action of traffic and gradually becomes P°r° ^ ’w tbe 
facilitating the evaporation of the lighter oils and a 
fact that the kneading action of traffic, like the c ^ in 
use of a rubber band, tends to keep the life, so toby c0ntraC'
the bitumen, and equalizes the stresses set up 
tion and expansion. Qte

Defects in Construction,—These may perhaps he ^es 
clearly understood by a general discussion of the Pr^ (0. 
involved and the correct way of carrying them ou 
incidentally calling attention to the particular defec s 
from marked departures from standard practice.

. gtrenÆj
Unless the foundation is rigid and of sufficien 

to carry the weight of the traffic passing over the^ 
pavement, no sheet asphalt wearing surface will g^^s, 
factory service. Being plastic at all normal te®PoreSSio»6 
the wearing surface will not bridge over any e ^ \vi" 
formed by the sinking or failure of the foundation, ^atioD 
sink with it. The principles governing good 0 ^ gay

work and design need not be considered here ex jb®
that the sub-grade must be well rolled and compac^^ aoO 
first place and that good concrete of sufficient stre^ ^ fee. 
thickness should then be put in place and allowe 
fore any binder or wearing surface is put upon it- ^at the 
ing that the sub-grade has been properly rolled an ^ fir5t 
concrete is of the proper thickness and quality, ^ ;t is 
point of importance is to see that it is laid to gra e weariD^ 

high in places, the thickness of the binder an ^ ^ the 
surface must be reduced in order that the sur ^ gr»de' 
finished pavement may conform to the estabhs'V^ 5ur 
Any marked diminution in the thickness of the wca jjfe 0 
face will, under heavy traffic, considerably reduce ,g yi® 
the pavement. On the other hand, if the concr ^ce W* 

low, the thickness of the binder and wearing sUobject'oI> 
have to be increased. Within limits, this is not ^ gJ1 e* 
able if the increased thickness is not carried to S^erwise 1 
tent as to affect the stability of the pavement, 0 ^ pie
will tend to roll and push out of shape under tra ^ pract’Cf 
viously described. It is usually considered ^ettebat r0'1*’, 
to leave the surface of the finished concrete some"1 
in order that the binder may key into these depre5^^. 
still further resist the shoving action of traffic- a

should be j,.

The action of water upon a pavement may take place 
from the surface downward or from the bottom upward. The 
latter action is the more serious and the harder to 'guard 
against. The top surface is always compressed to its maxi
mum density by the action of traffic, and if it has sufficient 
crown and grade to let the water run off and is kept clean 
so that it will not be covered by a layer of wet mud for long 
periods, but little deterioration will take place. Where water 
is allowed to remain in the gutters, the rotting will frequently 
be very rapid and this will be still more marked if, as in 
some towns, the dirty wash water from houses is discharged 
into the gutters. Too frequent washing of a pavement with 
water at a high pressure is also bad, as the abrasive action 
of such a jet is very considerable and acts in the same way 
as the stream from a hydraulic nozzle. In a number of cases 
water finds its way between the wearing surface of the pave
ment and the concrete foundation. This may be due to the 
geological formation of the subsoil strata (and it must be 
remembered that concrete is not waterproof, especially the 
type used for foundation work) or the water works its way 
down between car tracks and the abutting pavement, or 
through faulty gutter construction, etc. Under such condi
tions, it has little or no chance to evaporate or drain off and 
attacks the pavement at its weakest point, i.e., where the 
compression is the least. It gradually destroys the life of the 
bitumen and renders it incapable of cementing the grains of 
sand together. This action progresses upward through the 
pavement and in some cases is not apparent until only a top 
shell of good pavement remains. Depending upon the con
ditions, this action usually manifests itself by a shoving and 
waviness of the pavement at the point where the rotting has 
taken place. Owing to the loss of the cementing power of 
the bitumen, the stability of the pavement has been lowered 
so that it can no longer withstand the shoving action of traf-

too

too

d
ions

the

\\or
concrete has been put in place, ample time v„
ed for setting, and this will vary with the weatrireDtiy 56, 
tions. Concrete laid in freezing weather will apPbjnjer af!5 
up when in reality it has frozen. When the hot ^ jatter ^ 
surface mixture are placed on frozen concrete, atl
thawed by the action of the heat and becomes m ^ ste^ 
has not sufficient strength to support the weight 0 ^ pr°
roller. Under such circumstances it is imposs' .g> tbe

In addition to , intoperly compress the hot mixture, 
water set free by the thawing of the concrete

edis f°rC

A0
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Before laying the surface mixture on the finished binder 

the latter should be dry and swept clean of dirt ;Sin“dS1Sn°f h0t material and less of it remains en-more or course,
otherwise the layer of wearing surface will not adhere pro
perly to it. The principles governing the manufacture of a 
suitable surface mixture are similar to those involved in the 
binder course, except that owing to the heavier duty which 
it is called upon to perform they are carried further. The 
particles of the mineral aggregate must be sufficiently hard 
and fine to carry the traffic without being fractured. They 
must be of such a character that the asphalt cement will 
firmly adhere to them and they must be so graded in size as 
to produce a pavement of sufficient stability and density for 

intended. The asphalt cement must be of the 
consistency and the heating and mixing must be so

When

the mass. ,
n m°st forms of construction, a binder is laid direct y 

°P of the concrete, although this is sometimes omitt 
a paint consisting of asphalt dissolved in naphtha 1 

vç led directly to the dry surface of the concrete an 
in„ r‘ng mixture laid directly on this. It goes without say- 
d5athat the surface of the concrete should be dry and swept 
■of? before the binder is laid upon it. The binder consists 
criKumiXtUre of broken stone, preferably the run 
<faa er W^h Ml particles smaller than 1/10 of an inc 1 
its ®eter excluded and usually not exceeding inches m 
to fi rgest dimension, mixed with sufficient asphalt cement 
grav^113^ b*nd the particles together. Sometimes sa" 
st0ne ,s added to this mixture to increase its density. er 
auv C hefly of the larger sizes is used without the a îtion 
migravel, it is termed an open binder. The dense 
add;/® Produced by the use of better graded stone an 
modp10n °f sand or gravel is called close binder. The e 
givl PraCtke calls for the use of the tight binder as t 

a toUch firmer foundation for the wearing sur ace 
be broken up and loosened from the concrete y 
®ver it of the teams hauling the hot sur ace 

rhe stone should be hard and clean; i.e., free 
aspin ring Particles of dust or dirt, in order that th 
8reg. Cement may firmly adhere to it and the mme 
mixin 6 -must be heated to the proper temperature q
c°ld o 'J With the hot asphalt cement. Stone which 1
*hichrisdatmp Wil1 DOt coat Properly m the mixer a” ession 
Up0n too cold can not be given sufficient P 

he street. If the stone is too ot, it will burn 
and dite116111 and harden it so that binder wi shouy 
be addfficUlt to compress. Sufficient sphalt cement 
8regat!d t0 thoroughly coat eacn pa* ■.«.*« - , suf.
ficient, and make a mass which, when rolled,

A y, sticky to adhere to the concrete satisfact y . f
in m C 0se binder properly made and laid wi e on a 
large y resPects to the mixtures which have been {air
amoun.Umber of country highways and will carry ering 
any " ,of traffic for a. considerable time wlth0U easiiy
'~soniet10US dama^e- Poor binder will break up 
sMfac!tlmes it can be kicked up, and the hauling of the
face . mixture over it will damage it very sen°u 
badly L XtUre Iaid on a binder of this kind w icg br0]cen 
st0ne anJ<ein.up might almost as well be lai o ^ heaVy 
trafEc T,Wl11 not give satisfactory serV’®® oUgbly com-
ffeSSed S biDder Sh0uld’ °f C0UT’-be the wearing sur
face . th a steam roller before laying unsatis-
factor 11 ■ Lack of compression will Pr0 ace d as B<us,!°Undation the wearing surface, and, ^

blade 1 mentioned, binder which is in-
SUfiitienTth t0° hard an asphalt cemen ^ pr0perly

tC0,tlI>rbssedUantity °f aSphalt CemeDt ^hauling the binder 
to the -, d mto a dense, tough mass. In weather, it
blay b reet over long distances or in very c -ng. tfae
itauli,, C°me chilled below the danger p”10t ?alt cement 

UsUau pr°cess a certain amount of surp us bottom
? the edrahlS the stone and accumulates on the ^

S»a ™hJt, i„ ,b«
b,bder r 6 street, what are called rich implies, these

Plac!sUrSe Wi.n be produced' AF tVcmnent. « these 
Perm-, Carrying an excess of aspha ent will be

nS°rbedVCd to remain> the surplus asp a ^ placed over 
betti. ,y the hot surface mixture wben . hed pavement 

^hich w n1S wil1 make a so spot in the produce a

Ut and replaced with normal binder.

on
and

of the

the purpose
proper
conducted as to produce the best possible mixture, 
delivered upon the street, the mixture should be of such a 
temperature that it can be properly compressed and should 
be evenly spread by means of hot iron rakes. In many cases 
the loads of hot surface mixture are dumped directly upon 
the spot over which they are to be spread. This is bad 
practice, as the men trample upon it while shovelling and 
raking it and the rakes do not thoroughly loosen up this 

material when passing over and through it. Al- 
uniform surface and ap-

Will mot trampled
though the mixture is raked to a

thickness before it is rolled, those portions
Passage 
fare.

parently even .
which have been trampled on before and during raking are 
really covered with a greater quantity of surface mixture 
than those portions which have not been sampled on and 
which are covered wholly with what might be termed loose 
or fluffv mixture. When the roller has completed its work 
there will, therefore, be a slight unevenness in the finished 
surface Under light traffic this would make no appreciable 

but under very heavy traffic the slight pounding 
resulting from this condition would be detrimental 

of the pavement. Proper and

fine

Phalt
difference 
action
and lead to uneven wear
thorough compression of the finished mixture is very 
tial as this produces a pavement which in its earliest stages 
is fit to sustain the heaviest traffic. It is always question
able whether portions which are very lacking in compression 
will be ground out or eventually consolidated. Under un
favorable conditions the chances are strongly in favor of 
their being ground out. In those portions of the pavement 
which are inaccessible to the roller, compression is effected 
by the use of hot smoothers or tampers, or both, 
perly handled, the desired results will be obtained, but if 
used too hot, they will burn the pavement and cause it to 
scale or grind out. Hot smoothers particularly are danger- 

tools to put in the hands of incompetent or careless

ag-
essen-

Sur- If pro-
fa as been

ous
workmen.

Extreme care should be taken to insure a proper union 
between the surface laid on successive days. The first loads 
laid in the morning at the termination of the previous day s 
work should be a little hotter than normal so that the ^ hot 

soften the cold edge of the pavement and bond 
The joint should be bevelled and freshly cut 

similar method is employed.

mixture may 
perfectly to it.
away unless the rope joint or a . .

The practice of painting the edge of the joint with hot 
asphalt cement is not to be recommended, as, unless extreme 
*are is exercised, too much asphalt cement will be used and 
that portion of the pavement will be too rich in bitumen and 
consequently softer than the rest, which will result in un
even wear and possibly shoving. Great care should be taken 

t to have any hump or depression when the joint is mad* 
A brief summary of the chief defects and failures met with 
in practice and the contributing causes is given below. _ 

Cracking.-—Cracking of the concrete base-Hardemng
Use of too hard an as-

p
CD

3
r*« »



in g of less depth than this nas not proven satisfactory^ 
order that repairs made by this method will give old 
tory service, it is essential that the remainder 0 
pavement which serves as a foundation should be s ^ ap- 

and free from water rotting. It is je. 
plicable to the ass of repairs rendered necessary y^e|> 
fective binder, or foundation, or water, or gas rotting^ ^ 
it becomes necessary to re-surface, wholly or in part; satis- 
ment which has become too hard through age to g1 go0d 
factory service, the surface heater method gives ver ^ ^ 
results and is much cheaper than a complete remova^ 
old pavement down to the concrete. By applying ^ 0id 

surface mixture to the remaining portion of ^ tbe 
while the latter is still hot from the action^ ^ 

heater, a satisfactory union between the old and ne ^ ^ 
can readily be obtained, provided that the harden 
old pavement has not been allowed to proceed so a 
is impossible to soften it by the application of hea • ^
may in most cases be more successfully repaired 0f
method than is possible in any other way. The rep^ a(e 
cracks satisfactorily is a very difficult matter. fori0a'
cut out and new material put in, this results m orjgiDa 
tion of two joints approximately parallel to tn it is 
crack. If the pavement being repaired is old and ^ ^ 
difficult to establish a good bond between the o ^ # 
portions, and unless this is accomplished, two *s
shortly appear where only one existed hefore- raDce 
especially the case where long cracks make their v had 
at considerable intervals and in many instances ^ ^et 
better be left until they become sufficiently wide 

less extensive re-surfacing

in

new 
pavement

Cra*5
this

ous to render more or 
at these places where they occur.

l9l3'
forWORK IN SASKATCHEWANROAD

tb®
In preparation for the large programme of work^ (be 

construction and improvememt of public highway ^ at ^ 
province for this year, for which $1,200,000 was q0V
last session of the Legislature, the Board of Hlg in * 
missioneirs is sending out to all the munietpa 1 regar<3^, 
province a copy of the regulations of the Boar e0t( 
assistance to municipalities on highway impro ^ tb 
gether with several blank application forms for u 
municipal councils in applying for assistance.

In those places where an improvement can be ^ a 
form or specifications s reaso”5,described in some

definite standard to work to can be set and a 
agreement made between a contractor and the a^.re<j, 
so that each party will know definitely what is re^road 
contract system is the best. Most of the work o ^0^eve ’ 
provement will not conform to these conditions, ^ ^ re* 
and in such cases gangs under a properly quail e 
liable overseer or foreman is the most satisfactory

The worst of all systems is where councillors^ ^ pf” 
taxpayers to work out their taxes on the road w1 t sb°u j, 
per provision nor systematic selection of roads W°r
be improved, and with no attempt made to finis piishe^’ 
started if the taxes ruin out before this is accona ^ ]afge

The Board will be much encouraged to gr^to»c^ 
amounts of assistance where the organization a 0
the best system. Where municipalities are not °^jy c®r 
properly equipped to economically or satisfact<> t

road improvement the Board would rather t*n ^ 
expenditure of what funds they have available in s 
cipalities through their own organization.

0»*tion.

out
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little bitumen in the surface mixture—Insufficient compres
sion—Lack of traffic—Improperly constructed joints—Ex- 

and sudden changes in temperature—Vibration oftreme 
street car rails.

Disintegration of Surface.—Defective base—Unsuitable 
mineral aggregate—Insufficient bitumen in mixture—Insuf
ficient compression—Use of too hard an asphalt cement 
Use of overheated mixture—Burning due to use of excessive
ly hot smoothers—Action of water—Action of illuminating 
gas.

Waviness.—Use of an unsuitable sand—Use of too soft 
an asphalt cement—Unstable binder—Lack of stability in

thickness of mixture—Projectingmixture—Too great a 
manholes—Action of water—Action of illuminating gas— 
Uneven raking—Too much bitumen in mixture Excessively 
heavy traffic in one direction over a limited area.

Scaling.—Too coarse a mineral aggregate—Too hard an 
asphalt cement—Action of water—Accumulation of mud 
Too little bitumen—Excessively heavy traffic.

Repairing.—This should be carried on within a reason
able time after defects first make their appearance. If this

more rapidly thanis neglected, deterioration proceeds much 
would otherwise be the case. Holes and depressions are in
creased in size by the passage of vehicles over them and 
water accumulates in them, accelerating disintegration.

Two distinct methods of repairing are in general use :
1, The pavement is cut out and removed down to the con
crete and replaced with new binder and surface.

2, The upper portion of the surface is first heated by 
suitable appliances and a thin layer of it removed by rakes 
and shovels. Immediately thereafter and while the remain
ing pavement is still wqrm, a comparatively thin layer of 
new hot surface mixture is spread over it and raked and 
compressed in the usual manner followed in the construction 
of new pavements.

The first method is so simple that but little description 
of it would appear to be necessary. The defective pavement 
is cut up into pieces sufficiently small to facilitate its re
moval and pried up with crowbars if necessary. The adja
cent edges of the old pavement are trimmed up with an as
phalt cutter and sparingly painted with hot asphalt cement 
to insure a proper bond between the old and new portions. 
Under favorable conditions and when the pavement being 
repaired is not too old and hard, this painting with asphalt 
cement may well be omitted. All loose debris is removed 
down to the concrete and a new binder course and wearing 
surface is then laid in exactly the same manner as when 
constructing a new pavement. This method should always 
be employed in filling up holes and depressions or wherever 
the defective pavement is in such shape as to necessitate its 
complete removal, as in the case of rotting from the bottom 
upward and waviness, defective binder or foundation, etc.

The second, or surface heater method of repair, is con
ducted as follows : The surface heater is placed over the de
fective pavement and put in operation. Superheated steam, 
hot air or flame is then brought in contact with the surface 
and is allowed to remain there until the pavement has been 
softened to the required depth, usually from M to 1 inch. 
The heater is then withdrawn and placed on the next spot 
to be repaired and the burned material completely removed. 
The space thus left is immediately filled with new hot sur
face mixture which is spread, raked and finished in the 
usual manner. Care must be taken to completely remove all 
burnt material down to such a depth that the new surface 
after compression will be not less than H inch in thick
ness except in a very limited number of cases. Skin patch-

a »
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19 in. square, and roll four lengths of 100-lb. 33-ft. rails. 
The height compared to the base was so great that before 
any shrinkage occurred in the vertical hot ingot walls, the 
interior shrinking cavities developed so large they could not 
be prevented entirely from forming, even by prompt charg
ing of the ingots, after stripping, into the reheating fur- 

to equalize the heat for rolling.
The 33-ft. 100-lb. rails rolled from four-rail-length in- 

of the long type developed in the track a great many

ductility tests of rail steel and 
segregation of steel ingots.

The following is an abstract of a paper recently read 
, the annual meeting of the American Institute of Mm-

Engineers by P. H. Dudley on the “Piping and Segre- 
gatl0n of Steel Ingots and Ductility Tests of Rail Steel.

Bessemer steel of 0.10 to 0.15 per cent, of carbon’ °* 

» «e-bars, spikes and tie-plates, rises in setting and “ 
ast m bottle-mouthed moulds, which must be «PP6

an overflow from the top. This grade of steel «se 
;o e moulds and makes a longer ingot than the volumejf 

en steel when first teemed. The ingots, w e ^ 
Part00/ 3nd tben cut open, show, particular y in 
oxid- arge occluded blowholes, which, when 1 ■

° ‘dlaed or do not contain foreign matter, weld more or
if the steel is rolled or forged at about ^ 

in8 • C" i and it is in this way that the blowhole
e Mw-carbon steels. or less

BMler-plate and fire-box steel often contains ™ blow. 
hoi Ute laminations, which are the remains o
27 fmming after the setting metal has reached a P 
5^- The blowholes in the low-carbon steels^have are
slightfreVented by using deoxidizers, thoug gteel is
c05r y unproved so far as the soundness of in
^med. This grade of steel also rises m the mou

cent, of 
suf-

befo

naces

gots
split heads and some true pipes, the product from two or 

mills being quite pronounced in this respect. Of railsthree
which were rolled during August and September, one pur
chaser removed in less than six years’ service more than 10 
per cent, for split heads. The trackmen would report these 
rails as piped, for the segregated metal in the head would 
crack under the fillet and admit the air, which would soon 
discolor the interior surface, and these would be considered 
as piped rails. There was in some instances a true pipe or 
shrinkage cavity when rolled, which extended into the cen
tre of the web and well up into the head. The trackmen, 

able to distinguish between the true piped

not

however, were not 
rails and the split heads, and it was some time before the 
latter were attributed to segregation and slag enclosures,
which, when recognized, were nearly prevented in subsequent 
manufacture of rails.

the mills began to make 33-ft. rails and teemed 
them into the same ingot moulds which had been used for 
the 30ft. rails, and then rolled them in four 33-ft. lengths 
for 100-lb. rails, a great many ingots were not stripped, 
weighed and charged into the reheating furnaces with suf
ficient promptness to prevent a number of piped rails, as the 
requisite mill practice to check them was not then compre
hended under the changed manufacturing conditions.

The segregation was also large, and in 1908, for the 
Central lines, I confined the rolling of Bessemer 

rails in the United States mills to three 33-

When

‘«™Ldridi-<1 •<■ =ompa»**
shotil,A d shrinkage cavltV formS: T oil-steel, for tbe
gr- be remembered in discussing r jjj he the
diff.ter the degree of its deoxidation, the arff -d metal in 
the ,A'ince between the enclosed volume o 0 proportion
ated °Uld and the cooler or solidified meta , al-k£,S,m '«s will be the volume, should 
ty to become cold before equalizing t e ^ steel 
(!) ?ast deal with three conditions or stages 0 Thg leSS 
Voi„- e greater volume of hot molten cold metal

New York 
and open-hearth 
ft rail-length ingots for those of about 19 in. square upon 

also stated in the specifications for the NewIt was
Central lines that short, stubby ingots of a length 

times the width of the base were required for 
of about 8,200 lbs. weight

the base.
York
from 2.5 to 3 
rails Ingots
moulds 20 by 24 in., and, in good mill practice, will prac
tically complete elimination of piped rails. The blooms, 

were cut, and only rolled in three rail lengths1 at a 
Ingots 25 by 30 in., of about 12,000 lbs. weight, have 

for eight 33-ft. basic open-hearth 100-lb. rails 
ordinary rail-mill equipment had not been install- 

bloomed and then shipped to a rail mill
were

were teemed in
in t/ne hot set metal. (3) The least

® dimensions of the rail sections. ^ tbe ingots
Can h'16 exterior blowholes in the outs'be.W'a. deoxidizers, as 
sdieo6 prevented from forming by su cie ^ and alu- 
hiin. n’ ferro-titanium, or compounds of ' all of its
03tidar The last has been extensively use . ^ metal, and 
it sh 10n Products do not always escape r sUbjected to 
th6 °U d D°t be used when the steel is to . content for 
tail resent heavy steel wheel-loads. T e si to make
i, ... ranges from ->■">», * 'hf=
Settin ^d prevent small blowholes used to ef-
ficienlmetaL When efficient deoxidizes ^ a small
cavjt y punfy the steel, then, as must ^ of the mgot 
in tL starts to form in the top under t -ts develop
ment !,i!etting steel- as already describe , a d prompt
ly lSh°Md be retarded by stripping the mgot

rging it imp the reheating furnace. _ coid be

fore 2 mgots are no longer allowed to ® es {or bloom
ing. Z1"8 charged into the reheating u ^ taken into 
c<1nsi., he. size and length of the ingots length is
from ferati<>n» for in those ingots of w 1 tbe steel wiD 
set 0n °ar to five times the width of the shrinkage
°f h0! interior walls long before their aSed length
^ill aj,° C0^d metal has occurred, and 111 interior pip*0# 
°r shrin^Proportionately to the volume o

a fewhK0t S|ze in Relation to Rail I Sizes.
Vears ago to teem ingots which

however
time.
been used 
where the
ed. The ingots were . J ...

reheated and rolled, and but a few piped rails
The rails in the track fulfil theto be

found during manufacture.
of safety and severe service.

The large mass of metal in the short ingots does not 
cool quickly, and from the teeming of from 60 to 8o-ton 
Sts the ingots would be charged into the reheating fur
naces in i hr. 30 min., and before all the interior metal had 
set with but a trace of a shrinkage cavity started. The dis- 

’ run by the ingots on their cars from the open-hearth 
department to the strippers and then to the reheating fur- 

aids in consolidating the hot metal in the centre of

requirements

tance

naces
the moving ingots.

Ingots have been 
manner, them taken to 
ready for rolling taken out, allowed to cool, and when cut, 
as "would be expected, have shown a shrinkage cavity^ The 
blooms from the companion ingots, when promptly charged 
into the reheating furnaces and rolled as in proper mill prac
tice, have shown only a small trace of the cavity compared 
to that in the cold cut ingot.

teemed and stripped in the ordinary 
the reheating furnaces and when

ustomary

-“JT-T* —were



batb of 

eitbet
whose oxidation products are liable so to do) in the 
steel. Ferro-titanium, while more expensive than 
aluminum or silicon, also acts as a flux, and can be 
without danger of leaving its oxidation products in the 

made bath of steel.

used
web"

_Tbe
Segregation of Basic Open-Hearth Steel Ingots.

segregation in basic open-hearth ingots for steel ^ 
wheels has not received requisite attention. I have st 
the segregation in several ingots, but do not find it as 
in well-purified steel as might be expected with Bess ^

times the impuritieS
ope»

god

gre^
e0»cr

metal, which contains two or more 
phosphorus and sulphur. Well-melted, purified basic 
hearth steel sets quietly and the segregation becomes

in degree.
The Illinois Steel Company, at Gary, when rolling

raü5
reqtie51

for the New York Central Lines in 1912, at my 
charged an ingot weighing 8,100 lbs. into the reheating 
nace as in ordinary mill practice. In about 2.5 hours, w 
condition to roll, it was set outside the furnace to coo ■ ^
ingot was 20 by 24 in. on the base and poured 73 in. l°n j
shrinkage cavity in the cold cut ingot was fully deVe 
from hot to cold steel, and was more than twenty 
larger than in the bloom crop of the rolled compani°c 
got as charged in the usual mill practice. Charging 
ingot 10 or 15 min. earlier would have prevented even 

large a shrinkage cavity as found in the bloom crop.
» near*1'

Drop and Exhausted Ductility Tests for Open-. n of 
Rails.—The exhausted ductility tests for the purificatl0l^etf 
the steel were introduced into the specifications for the ^ 
York Central Lines in 1910 to secure from the Pre^es5e- 

eighteen years’ experience with the elongation tests ^ 
mer rails of sufficient toughness to withstand low te^ jS

ir

if

tures of 20 to 30 degs. below zero. The ductility w ^ 
possible for a given composition, size of ingots, secti ^ 
other points of manufacture, has been practically _ asc 
ed, and it is to be seen by the exhausted-ductility 

whether or not it is secured.
It requires but a moment to stamp the crop 

with the 6-in. spacing bar of seven points before plaC1 ^ong- 
butt on the supports of the drop-testing machine. The ^ 
ation of each of the six marked inches on the test butts ^ ,fl 
the drop is measured by a flexible rule, and the incre { of 
hundredths of an inch per inch indicates the per ce^ tbe 
elongation. It takes but a moment to test the butt,

od

test®

jail
of *e tbe

tig6
exhausted ductility is obtained in three or more blows t 
it is measured after each blow and recorded. The ^ tbe 
carbon content of the specification gives one range a c0p- 
maximum content a higher range, and the mean car^gg<j aS 
tent is between the two. One of the three can be u '■ 

in locations for safety, speed an
el-wbe

may be necessary 
loads of service. he ^

The term ductility in the specifications f°r *■
of tenacity .(5 

beingYork Central Lines is used in the sense 
toughness of the steel the exhausted ductility seaiHs’ 
measure. This also ecomes a soundless test f°r tbe 
segregation, slag inclusions and other foreign matter 
web or head of the rails, and is better than the speC^aUste<i" 
test in other specifications. The elongation and ex g 
ductility tests are made concurrently with manu a ^ ^.ft- 
the plant under the drop-testing machine on 4 (est' 
lengths of the top crop of the rail bars. The hutts^ tgeIj)- 
ed within 3 hours or less after the ingots of a melt a ^ tb8 
ed and rolled, and the facts as to the full ductility ^aCtut8 
steel as made and rolled are available for the ma® 

of subsequent melts.
Conclusions as to Present Basic Open-Hearth Ra^g { 

facture.—( 1 ) The chemical composition should Pr

M»nU'

The specifications for the New York Central Lines re
quire that as soon as the ingots are stripped, they shall be 
charged into the reheating furnaces to prevent the setting 
steel cooling from its molten temperature to that of cold 
metal and to thus avoid the formation of the full shrinkage 
cavities in the ingots. It has been shown, by the cutting of 
a large number of blooms, that the shrinkage cavity in the 
top of the hot ingot is not more than 1/20 to 1/30 of the 
size of that formed when the ingot is allowed to become 
completely cold before it is put into the reheating furnace 
for rolling.

There are only 25 piped rails known to have been found 
subsequently in service in the track in 65, 70, 75, 80, 95, and 
100 lb. sections out of about 1,100,000 30-ft. rails, of which 
the length of the ingot was not over but under three times 
the width of the base. The ingots were all stripped by hand 
in the teeming-pit and charged into horizontal reheating-fur
naces, a mill practice long since abandoned. Many 0.06 
per cent, phosphorus and 0.60 to 0.65 per cent, carbon rails 
are still in freight and branch-line service. Some split heads 
have developed in these rails, due to segregation and the 
heavy service to which they have been subjected.

Designating Rails by Position of Metal in Ingot.—I was 
at the mills co-operating in the manufacture and inspection 
of rails and commenced in 1893 to indicate their position in 
the ingots by stamping on the web of the top, middle and 
lower rails the letters A, B, C, respectively. This was for 
the purpose of studying their subsequent wear and behavior 
in the track. The A rails contained a larger percentage of 
oxides, which rose in the steel before completely setting in 
the ingots, and were faster than the B or C rails under the 
same traffic. The breakages, however, have been slight in 
the A, B, or C rails after their many years of service. The 
ingots were teemed with sharp corners in the moulds, of 
about 2.5 in. radius, and in the A rails particularly, oxides 
and slag were entrapped in the corners by the columnar 
structure of the setting steel. The gauge-side corner of the 
A rails would show indications of breaking down and spawl- 
ing to a greater extent under the heavy traffic than the B or 
C rails. It was possible, after the rails were in the track 8 
or 10 years, to identify by casual inspection the A rails from 
the B or C rails, by the more frequent spawling on the 
gauge-side corner of the head.

Use of Deoxidizers.—The views of Mr. Benjamin Talbot 
and Sir Robert Hadfield are old, as to the desirability of 
completely eliminating blowholes and causing the steel to 
set sound at the risk of producing a shrinkage-cavity, which 
must be checked from full development ; they have been held 
and practised by me for the past thirty years in the produc
tion of ingots for steel rails. The deoxidizers, apart from 
the manganese, should be sufficient to cause the steel to set 
sound without blowholes nearly to the extreme top of the 
cold ingot. The suggestions of Mr. Talbot and Sir Robert 
Hadfield, that a large percentage of aluminum be used in 
the ingots to reduce more completely the oxides, I do not 
consider advisable. It would be better to use silicon or a 
combination of silicon and ferro-titanium to secure the de
sired results. We do not use as high percentages of silicon 
in steel as is employed abroad, except for tyres.

It is now found for our heavy wheel loads and severe . 
service in the low temperatures of several of the important 
trunk lines that the high-silicon tyres break more frequently 
than those in which the content is lower. The suggestion 
to use from 0.3 to 0.4 per cent, of silicon in rail steel with
out modification of the other chemical constituents would in
volve the risk of many rails breaking from the slipping of 
the drivers upon the rail heads. We must proceed with pro
per caution in introducing deoxidizers which remain (or
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SAFETY FIRST.ton Stee' °f ample physical properties of tenacity and 
ghness rather than hardness combined with brittleness, 

ia J2^ Tbe imPurities, phosphorus and sulphur, should be 
p*nor amounts, so the bath of metal can be purified 
to thUCe the large percentage of toughness and ductility 

e specified chemical composition.
, (3) The ingot should have such relations of arpa 0
pL ,COmpared to the height and weight that under good m 
cont 30d with suitable deoxidizers it can be ma e 
in ,l° l6d se^re8'ation and only a trace of a shrm age 

6 t0P 1 then, when bloomed under its equa ize 
discard ^ rendered PiPeless by the usual 8 to io pe

A movement which in a short time has attained wide
spread popularity and been adopted by many prominent 
railways is that of “Safety First.” A paper on this subject 

recently read by N. S. Dunlop, claims adjuster, C.P.R.,was
before the Canadian Railway Club, a portion of which we 
abstract and publish herewith.

The claims adjusters of all the railways in America, who 
have to follow the investigation of every accident to em
ployees and the public, and finally settle the claims arising 
therefrom, are credited with originating the “Safety First” 
plan among railway employees.

They had a strong feeling that if the large number of 
avoidable accidents and serious injuries to employees we;e 
pointed out to them, they would immediately see the neces
sity for adopting “Safety First” measures for their own 
personal safety.

According to the report of the United States Interstate 
Commerce Commission, and the report of the Railway Com
mission for Canada, for ign, there were 3,865 employees 
killed and 130,158 injured—more than 10 employees killed 
and 3,562 injured every day in the year. A man killed, or 
injured, about every 24 seconds.

Now, who is paying this appalling toll? Not the pub
lic, not the officers, not the clerks. The men who are pay
ing this toll are the men on the firing line in every depart
ment of operation, and a close investigation and observation, 
extending over many years, has shown that from 60 to 90 
per cent, of these" accidents are preventable, and occur 
through men taking chances.

The Canadian Pacific Railway adopted the “Safety 
First” scheme more than a year ago with good results.

Forty-four prominent railways in the United States and 
Canada have adopted the plan covering 144,329 miles of

0ltiJ4j Aluminum can be replaced and silicon pardy ® ’ t0 
», I'"’ Wi*h by the use o<
st,*' ““'J1 and nb.clt segregation » ^ „«!,
whe ’ and also some of the lower grades o

r<2 great purity is desired. rniSb
the k5) The ductility and elongation teSts.t0^the degree 
0f6 btot and only prompt means of determining the

°f th6 SteeI Pef mdt a beforHnother melt 
is tan he physical properties secured be advant
age Ped from the same furnace, and are o r These
test- ° the manufacturer as well as to the cons kn0W.

are 50 advanced that they must be app 10 ^ made
and understanding for proper results, and 

anically for specified records. ^
the stJ iEvery process or step of the Te rdlTmust con- 
trih 66 and the rolling and finishing 0 , productS*6 Us part to secure the highest quality of the P 

ent to the chemical composition.

ledge
atech

the 17>. ^Pecifications should be drawn to in

spect'aj°r necessities of the consumer, an . ite the co
opérât0*1 Should be conducted so as to ai a sSive re-
- ratl°u of the manufacturers to meet the progr 

aacnts in rail steel.

railway.
On each district committees are formed with a chairman 

and secretary, and members from every department of oper- 
these committees and hold meetings regul ar

aire
ation serve on
ly The committees are composed of superintendents, 
agents, engineers, firemen, conductors, trainmen, yardmen, 
trackmen, freight porters, checkers, roadmasters, section- 
men etc., etc. Every department has a right to be repre
sented, and every employee of the railway is expected to be
a “Safety First”

Most of the railways have adopted a “Safety First” but- 
by the committee men, and in many cases 

asking that they be supplied with buttons, to de- 
their interest in the subject, by wearing it at all

°REgon CONSERVATION COMMISSI

_ ——— ^
C b(' /°urth annual report of the <~>rcSQreg0n are cap
able ]ss*°n shows that unused streams 1T\ g streams 
also ll producing 3,300,000 horse-power. {ully 4,000,000

acr^ iabIe of supplying water to nne/ d at a cost of 
$3q . of 'and, half of which can be irng irrigated land 
in tL° f00 Per acre. Of the 686,129 aPreS t through the
United !tate’ 3"2 per oent has receiyed ent. through the
Car States Reclamation Service, 3-6 P(- , enterprises,
and y ACt’ 11-3 Per cent, through comme «a ersbip

*°st of the balance through individual
rPnse.

of commission recommends submission , fSSue for
°Perat-titUti0nal amendment providi"g ^ical Survey. 11 

also rp 10n with the United States t 01 of sufficien
how Com_mends state construction an c insure 
Bower Pr°iects to regulate the market a

are man.

em-ton worn
ployees
monstrate
times.

are

held during workingIf the committee meetings are
the committee men are allowed their time and theirhours,

expenses, if they are away from home.
The investigation of accidents shows that it is the little 

thing which many people do not bother about that leads up 
serious accident.

ente
to the people

to a
Broken boards in freight shed floors, or on passenger

ribs. Children areplatforms, result in broken legs, or 
killed or injured, through allowing them to play on lumber 
piles ’and turn tables, and on railway premises. Trackmen 
are injured by employees throwing ice or empty boxes off 
moving trains. Brakemen, or yardmen, should never kick 
over a knuckle, adjust a coupler or angle cock while cars 
are moving. They may do these things successfully for a 
long time, but the loss of lives and limbs results too often. 
These men are chance takers, and the chance taker is the 
chief supporter of the artificial limb maker and the under

taker.

cheaper

Code 
law has

of the WaterThe°f Or»" report contains the complete text Tfae 
ïr®athf0n.’ with comments on its opera110 Ration and 
r,-corj. Emulated investments, and t e . Twenty-
«fiee /‘e of early rights has progressed P surveyed,
ltlv°lvinParate stream systems have a rpa, nd. Over 2,000
claitns S about 275,000 acres of irrigate fd> and com- 
P'ete j 0 Water have been filed with tie tems, affect- 
lzi8 , S ^tions made on fifteen stream • d land-

•°18 ^Parate rights and 106,686 acres of
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Cauti°”Employees should always respect the blue flag. The 
lives and limbs of their fellow employees depend upon it.

Never stand between the rails and attempt to get on an 
advancing engine or car. If it is necessary to get on either 
stand outside the rails. Better get on behind.

“Safety First” says emphatically “do not take chances.” 
The time between the prevention of an accident and causing 
one is only a matter of a few seconds.

Obstruction should not be left near the track for train 
men to trip over. Drains should be covered at night. Car 
checkers and others moving about yards should keep from 
between the rails. They are made for cars and engines to 
run upon.

The careless, indifferent foreman will have careless men 
under him, and a greater number of accidents than the 
man who is always alive to “Safety First.”

Look out for loose or missing grab irons, loose brake 
circles. Do not go under cars without a blue flag to protect 
you, and see that the car is on its trucks, or so securely 
blocked up that a change in weather conditions will not 
tumble it over upon you.

The conductor’s highest duty is the protection of his 
passengers and he should exercise great care in the starting 
and stopping of his train, and live up to the very spirit and 
letter of the rule book.

All men engaged in the operation of trains should at all 
times observe the strictest sobriety, have proper rest, know 
the rule book by heart, and observe without any quibbling, 

‘every rule in the book. They should ' have no family 
troubles, and while on duty think of nothing else but duty.

If in doubt, stop. It is better to delay your train than 
land yourself and your passengers in eternity.

“Safety First” says use torches around your engine and 
tender, not matches.

Ring your bell before moving your engine off the ash pit.

Do not stand between the apron and the cab when coal
ing an engine.

Lower your crossing gates in time. Keep clear of pass
ing trains.

Avoid flying stones, or objects falling off a train.

Do not fool with machines—they can be replaced, hands

Never approve the actions of careless men. 
them for their own good and for the good of others.

tedThe vast importance of “Safety. First” is demonstr»
on tbesein the words themselves. You may write volumes 

two words, analyze them, describe their objects, explain 
any way you like, but you cannot add to the emphasis 

that slogan which is bound to reach more railway me11’ 
be of vastly more importance, than any subject they

them
of

have

ever taken up.
bee»

On a large number of railways special men have 
appointed whose duties are solely to educate the me® 
“Safety First” habits. This is done by printed literatu 

lectures, moving pictures showing the right and wrong 
of doing work, correcting defective conditions and 
ing upon the minds of all classes of employees the 
of taking chances.

In the operation of a railway “Safety First” shoulu 
placed above everything else. Unless men are willing t0 
careful and avoid injury to themselves and their 
workmen, they should not engage in railway work, 
way does not want careless men in its employ. 
First” is always a great convenience, but in an effler^e 

it is an absolute necessity.

The “Safety First” habit must be the creed 
railway man who hopes to succeed in the prevention 
ventable accidents.

If whisky or beer interferes with a railway man 5 
he should give up his work.

Do not ride between crippled cars.
Pile up lumber in yards, drive down grade stake»’ 

up holes, turn down boards with nails sticking out °f 

and remove anything a train man may fall over.

Do not, under any consideration, go between

way

imPre5S"
dan£er

Id be
be

fell0'*
ail-A 1

ngafe1?
ncy

of eVery 

of Pre’

WO*

611

tbet»’

cars. too
ban? 
is kno*Do not allow telephone or telegraph wires to 

low over tracks. Cut them before some poor fellow 
ed off the top of a car and paralyzed for life.

Teach men to be careful. Do mot overload engine
tank5

with coal. uf'sorr0"'’ 5 j; 
power’

Whenever an employee is killed, or injured, 
fering, expense, and, if he lives, crippled earning 
the result. cars

Do not allow a man with one eye to work where 
being moved. He cannot see from the blind side.

»recannot.

Look out for gang planks when loading freight into 
cars. Do not allow freight handlers to go in their bare feet. 
They may step on nails and death by lockjaw is sometimes 
the result.

fail*
Do not leave dynamite, torpedoes or fusees where 

ren can play with them, and do mot carry them 
pocket. aJ><f

“Safety First” warns you that it is better to make never sleeps. It says: “ReP°r 0$\i
which

your
slings and scaffolds safe and to use four inch nails instead 
of 2% inch nails. It is better to spend five minutes making 
things safe than to be taken home with a broken back.

“Safety First’
have corrected as soon as' possible anything 
cause an accident.” It calls at all times for sugge ^ 
ideas, from employees, how to save men’s lives and

lidast'°°S bs.

Never allow jacks, angle bars or material near the track 
where they may be struck by a passing train.

When riding hand cars send a man ahead towards a 
curve, and, if you are likely to be caught and cannot remove 
the hand car, “Safety First” says: “Let the hand 
and run towards the engine.” Hand cars cost $49.40 each. 
Human lives can never be replaced, 
hand cars and arrange tools so that they will not fall off.

“Safety First” says to men engaged in blasting : “Do 
not carry a whole box of too detonator caps in your packet. 
Two or three are sufficiemt. An explosion means shocking 
results. ”

DISCUSSION ON "SAFETY FIRST.”
Prof. Keay : I think the author of this paper is t0 ^jef

in 50 ifl-gratulated upon having expressed so much logic -ts 
a space. The paper is further to be commended f°r 
timate and human appeal. That it enters a field *a 
than that of the railroads alone is evident from a 
quest which I have from the assistant manager of tbe
largest shipbuilding companies on this continent, 
bibliology of all railway literature available on t*ie xtcfiî' 

F irst” movement. This may be regarded as a lraI1jt se^ 
nitiom that the railways are the first in the field. j5 1 
to me that the underlying principle of this moveme 5 
practical answer to that old question: “Am I ^

car go

r,t *e'
reCe0>Do not carry guns on

Men should tell their fellow employees of the dangers of 
their work before an accident happens, and warn them how 
to avoid it. keeper?’
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The first two columns are parts per 100,000, and the 
others in grains per gallon. From the standpoint of purity 
the albuminoid ammonia as determined from Wanklyn’s pro

gives the best idea of the purity or otherwise of the 
from contamination, taking in view, of course, the 
of free ammonia and chlorine which would be found 

in water fouled by excreta. That at Elk Lake is

cess,
water
amount
in excess
slightly lower than the British standard of 0.015 ; however, 
it is safer in this country with a higher percentage than in 
Britain on account of the less densely settled communities. 
Therefore, bad as Elk Lake supply has been in summer from 
the point of odor, it has practically no injurious effects, 
although last year at one time it was felt desirable for the 
board of health to issue a warning on the subject to the 

about boiling it. The two city springs are, ofcitizens 
course, remarkably pure.

Toronto, Ont.—The Toronto delegates attending the fifth 
National Conference on City Planning at Chicago have re
turned. The party consisted of Aldermen S. Morley Wickett 
and H. J. Anderson, Geo. Powell, Assistant City Engineer; 
Chas. E. Chambers, Parks Commissioner ; Jas. C. Forman, 
Assessment Commissioner; Messrs. Dunington-Grubb, J. P. 
Hynes, and E. L. Riggs, of the Civic Guild, and Miss E. B. 
Neufeld, of the Central Neighborhood House. At the con
ference were 230 delegates, representing 53 American cities 
outside Chicago, and six Canadian cities. These composed 
the best authorities on the subject in America. A great de
velopment of the park and boulevard system is being car- 

in Chicago. The parks in the city have been linked 
together by magnificent boulevards about 150 feet wide, 
splendidly paved and most efficiently maintained, and marked 

cleanliness which is most striking. In a huge semi- 
these driveways surround the city, and the base is

In all, there must be be-

ried out

with a
circle
formed by Michigan Boulevard.

and 60 miles of continuous roadway. This
impressive works they had seen, stated Mr.

the geographical situation

was onetween 50
of the most
Riggs, and pointed out that as 
of Toronto was practically the 
the plan they are carrying out there could easily be adapted 
to our own city. This plan has been already outlined 
for Toronto by Parks Commissioner Chambers, who stated :

made us envious. Alderman

that of Chicago,same as

“The boulevard system 
Anderson and I are going to prepare reports on both these 
features to be submitted to Council soon, and in the hope 
that Toronto may do something along the same line.” Mr. 
Chambers said that while nothing was known as yet to the 
choice for the 1914 convention, Toronto would likely be the 
convention citv. Twenty-five cities sent invitations, but To
ronto will get the convention. “If they come here we will

COAST TO COAST.

Ottawa, Ont.—Accompanying is a table showing the 
results of an analysis of the water supply about to be brought 
from Esquimalt, as determined by City Analyst Birch. At 
Elk Lake, “A”; Coldstream, “B” ; Sooke Lake, “C” ; Rich
ardson Street spring, “D” ; and Spring Ridge spring, “E”

is one ofXlr- A. A. Maver; The subject of this paper 
. 6at Merest to me, and it is also of great and first im- 
P r ance to all employees, not only in railways, but in m- 

strial establishments of all kinds. It is also of interest 
« employees, and especially since the Employers’ Liabili y 

s Ct as c°me into force, whereby the employer is e
Qsible, no matter how neglectful or careless the emp oyee 

co, y aVe keen in becoming injured. I was at a meeting m 
with “First Aid to the Injured,” and one of our 

mis spoke on the subject of prevention. He said,
In n 6®611 here have purposed to care for and give attention 
aJh® lnJUred, but the greatest point of all is prevention 
. d he brought in the old adage, “An ounce of preven 
,S w°rth a pound of cure.” Safety first is prevention. I 
ai,Ve n°ticed in connection with our works, and in the casu 
liZ reports Which come before me, that the higher the mtel- 
the ’?Ce °f tlle employee the less injuries are sustaine > 
of . °Wer the grade of intelligence the greater the num 
juries. This is particularly true in the casejfjur

of ,n?eniu °r- Which generally of a very
sence. They are handicapped also by not^speak g 

J language, and, in fact, have to be led out of dang-by 

r employees. The great trouble is that t ei ^
yees, who have more intelligence, give t em c 

ng an

men are

emPi0
havi equal intelligence, and the result is th J 

n°t warned as they should be. Mention is m 
Paper of keeping torpedoes out of the han s . g
These torpedoes are used for the protection of 

««2 <•->«», storms, .he.

■h=ad. The, are supposed » b= "Tlf 
but c°motives when they are sent to the shop jnto
the ,Ccasio,nally one is left on an engine, and 1 S ^ 
sees h°P: 11 is gotten hold of by some inquisitive > it
UnderYi an explosive of s0me kind’ and "n10or out of the
shop , 0corQotive which may be moving place,
the m ^ the wheels pass over it an explosi e had
s0mP 6tallic casing flies in all directions, and dif

ficult ;:rs acddents fr°m this cause; bT in we had acase r!t find out who put the torpedo on the ■ d of a 
repOrt °ne younff man who wanted to hear ^ pieCe of

a torpedo would make. He placed nn 
got a hammer and struck it. He not on

a very badly put up.
yet warning n0tlceSe^ployees to point

exists. H

often
this
fetr.
fiuri

ly heard the 
This is

metah 
fePort(

It seer°U^^ ignorance, 
out , tos to me a duty on the part of our

* ^eir fellow-employees where the danger 
15 d°ne a great many accidents would e

hut also had

this avoided.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

SioAPP,iCations wifi be received by the Civil Service Comn ^ 

'he p0°r the following positions : A correspon iQterior) an 
assis< Stry Branch of the Department 0 division
of th( ' engineer in ore dressing and metal g lve
tech'^nes Branch of the Department of Mines, Topo. 

grant,3 c,erks for temporary empl°ymen . Interior,
aridlT1 Survey Branch of the Department of th
of Surdraughtsman in the Forestry Branch 

Work and general drafting*
^ce^nf l3tion ferms, properly filled in. mU^
^iay in ,'^e Civil Service Commission, not < and not
< tVhe ca^ of the first two and the Topo-
gra^ha^ the ,oth May for the technical clerks 1 
the g'cal Survey. Forms may be obtained from 

Notary of the Commission, Ottawa.

knowledge

filed in the 
the 26ththan

ffm. Foran,
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the largeof centring the silver refining industry ommake the association an international one,” said the com
missioner. “It will be the first town planning congress to 
be held in Toronto.”

Victoria, B.C.—While the effort to obtain national gov
ernment participation in the highways progress of the United 
States accumulate force, the various states, one after an
other, are adopting legislation providing for the establish
ment of state highway departments. According to informa
tion received by the American Automobile Association Na
tional Good Roads Board, which keeps in touch with the 
state automobile bodies and aids materially in their work, 
there will be, as a result of recent legislative action, road 
departments in Maine, Montana, Missouri, Colorado, Idaho, 
Arkansas and Texas. This makes plainly apparent that the 
move for federal action has not caused any “lying down” 
on the part of the states, which have their proper part to 
perform in the general roads development. Of the addresses 
given at the second federal aid convention in Washington, 
called by the National Good Roads Board, none contained 
a more comprehensive summing up of the situation than the 
remarks of Representative William P. Borland, of Missouri, 
who, among other things, said : “I believe that the good road 
question is the biggest question, without exception, now 
facing the American people. In Congress we are trying 
earnestly and sincerly to deal with this problem of the extent 
and character of federal control and federal aid to good 
roads. There are difficulties confronting us. Some of us be
lieve in a continuous system of roads, roads that go some
where, roads that give us the benefit of the scientific pro
gress of engineering skill that has been developed in con
nection with road building. We believe that federal aid, if 
it comes at all—and it must come—must mean a better type 
of roads, long roads, roads of higher class, roads of a more 
permanent character, roads that go somewhere, roads that 
mean something in the development of the country. But 
here is the idea that must occur to every thinking man. We 
do not have to improve the 2,150,000 miles of highways in 
the United States. That need not stagger any man’s imagi
nation. Experience has shown, at the very threshold of this 
subject, that 90 per cent, of the traffic on roads goes over 
less than 10 per cent, of the roads. If we had a system of 
good roads leading fairly into every section of the country, 
within the reasonable reach of the majority of the citizens 
and producers and taxpayers of the country, that system 
would be a vast advantage over the present system of isolated 
local control of highways. If we can bring that about by 
a spirit of self-sacrifice and co-operation, and if we can get 
together on the idea that it is better to have some good 
roads than it is to have no good roads, then we will all get 
behind some proposition and accomplish something for good 
roads, and it is going to take that spirit of co-operation and 
self-sacrifice to bring about legislation.”

Quebec, Que..—That there is little prospect at present 
of any Government action towards securing the refining in 
Canada of silver ore which now goes to New York for the 
final process, but that the Government expects to shortly 
enlarge the refinery at the Ottawa Mint so that it will be 
able to take care of the whole gold production of the Do
minion, were announcements made in the Commons recently 
by Hon. W. T. White, Minister of Finance, in the course 
of a discussion on a bill increasing from $75,000 to $110,000 
per annum the vote for operating expenses. Sir Wilfrid 
Laurier suggested that in view of the fact that practically 
all the Canadian silver output, amounting last year to $19,- 
000,000, went to New York for refining purposes, the Gov
ernment should take steps to encourage silver refining in 
Canada. Mr White, however, said that economic conditions 
of refining and marketing and considerations of technical 
processes, made it impracticable at present to change the 
present refining and marketing and considerations of policy

costly American plants.
Toronto, Ont.—The supply of iron ore available 

mining in the entire world has

uoder
bee»

present methods of
stated by geologists of international reputation at ^ ^ 
000,000 tons, from which it is estimated 10,000,000,0° ,
of iron may be produced. At the present rate of consu 
this supply would last the world about sixty years. ^ ^ 
are, however, more than 123,000,000,000 tons of ore0f pr0' 
commercially available, which, with improved metho s .0l)al 
duction, may be made to yield in the future an a ^0„g 
53,000,000,000 tons of iron, which would run the wor 
for another 300 years, if no more iron were used a

22,0°°’"
to»5

than at present. jiaO
Winnipeg, Man.—The construction of the cf for 

Pacific Railway tunnel under the Selkirk Mountai ^ ’ def. 
which the contract has been let, will be a tremendous ^ 
taking. Owing to the fact that the tunnel work can ^ 
accelerated because of the impracticability of driving proPet 
a mile deep through the mountain, work on the tunn^ 
will be necessarily confined to two ends. This W1 ^ of 
work slower of accomplishment than if, as in the t-
the Canadian Northern tunnel under the mountain m ^ tj,e 
real, a shaft could have been sunk near the centre e 
tunnel. If this had been practicable, four shifts com ^ü\i 
been employed in tunnelling night and day, and wor.{tg ca” 
have been greatly expedited. As it is, only two s 
be used night and day on the two drilling surfaceLg - 
difficult engineering feats are being faced in but segce 
approaches, but these pale into insignificance in the p tbis, 
of the vaster task of piercing the mountains. Besi 
twenty miles of double tracking, which is now

in connection with tunnelling, the Canadian

be

So0e
the

uoder'
pacif

of <l°ub 8
is also asking for tenders for forty-nine miles more aIe 
tracking in the mountains. Twenty-five miles o 1 ^ ^eVeV 
to be built east of Kamloops and twenty-four west 0
stoke. _ W°rlf

Montreal, Que.—The Phoenix Bridge and lr ^ tblS 
Company is making a new issue of bonds and 
week, through the Quebec Savings and Trust ^
This stock has'already been underwritten, and is ”° ^0lcffi 
distributed to the public. The offering consists ° ^ coiP
of 6 per cent, first mortgage bonds, and of $800,000 of 
mon stock. The bonds are being offered at 96. PLr.s beiof 
par, and the stock at $50 per share. The offering 0<i' 
made simultaneously in London and in Canada. ^ 
mately $450,000 of the bonds and $405,000 of the 5 ^ 
been taken firm. A new company has just 
corporated at Ottawa with a capitalization of ^^pa»5’ 
This company in every way takes the place of the 
which has heretofore operated under the same nt ® rg£(1 
the present issue has been accomplished, there vV1^ ^ f°( 
in the treasury to provide funds for future expense co&^j 
the general purposes of the company, $700,000 of t .sSue°' 
shares of the company. All the bonds will have hc^g 
The company has a plant situated in the centre o 
facturing district of Montreal, where shipping 1 s afl 
all that could be desired. The concern manu ac 
erects structural steel for bridges and buildings- cegn> 1 
of delivery, owing to the central location of the c° ope^* 
smaller than in the case of most other companies^, & ’ 
tions have now been carried on satisfactorily since ^ -
save for an occasional year, earnings have s^0^naO(i P1^ 
constant increase, beginning with $51,000 in i°9 (be p3,5
grossing gradually to upwards of $600,000 during allo" 
couple of years. The land owned by the comP^^paiff’ 
of an expansion to the works. The assets of t e P 
at the end of last year including $25,000 which ,s ^jfe tot3,
vided for improvements, amounted to $i.400>0°’ csurplus ot

being

taken

irbeen
pvV-

Af‘er
ai»

liabilities were but $57,000. This leaves a

A
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°ard of Governors of the University
beeil » GALe LEGG,
°ttaWaPPOinted

0ot
'°» a’

memberappointed a
of Toronto, 

of Preston, Ont., has 
bitect’s office at

oeen

y town engineer 
position in the chief arcto a

of Fort William, 
to report

Wm.

VfY », rTc'SS
bepaS ^een aPP°inted city engineer.
vrJ1 app°inted assistant city engineer. 0fsl\A- T: ENLOW has resigned as manager of ^ ^ 

e r R°Hmg Mill Company, Canton, ^ Qnt
MR »a\ed With the Ped,ar Pe°Pt the employ

water n' H- M. KENZIE, at present m th ,nterior at
0ttawaD°i!Ver branch of the department o Prince
Albe^,Sask been aD °inted 35 dty commlS 

Cobsan;ORGE H. BOWEN, B.A.Sc., has Victoria
Street t?’ mechanical, and electrical engine University
?f 'r0;o;Oront°. Mr. Bowen graduated fr0 ted with the 
Var°nl° b ’Oog, and latterly has been connecte 

a alls Park Commission.
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c°Qie
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CONSULTING 
ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Institute for the purpose of discussing 
“The Incorporation of the Institute,” also “The Physical 
Valuation of the Railroads of the United States as Authorized 
by Act of Congress, March i, 1913,” will be held at the Engi
neers’ Club, 32 West 40th Street, New York City, Thursday 
evening, May 22nd, 1913, at 8 p.m.

TECHNOLOGY CLUB OF LOWER CANADA.

The Alumni of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
last week in Montreal for the purpose of forming anmet

Association to be known as the “Technology Club of Lower 
Canada.”

The club includes among its members this Alumni of the 
Institute now residing in Eastern Ontario, Province of Quebec 
and the Ottawa Valley. The following officers were elected 
President, Mr. F. E. Came ; vice-president, Mr. H. E. Steams ; 
secretary-treasurer, Mr. E. B. Evans; board of governors, 
Mr. D. J. Spence and Mr. R. Heckle.

The club will have two regular meetings each year, as 
well as a weekly meeting at a local restaurant for the purpose 
of forming the o-bject of the organization.
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PROF. R. B. MILLER, dean of the U.N.B. Forestry 

School, has accepted a position with the forestry branch of 
the Department of Natural Resources of the C.P.R., for the 
summer to do consulting work similar to that done by Prof. 
A. H. D. Ross, of Toronto University, in British Columbia. 

MR. F. P. GUTELIUS has been appointed general man-

Mr. James W. 
and Mr. T. Palmer How-

agaimst the 
fyke is 
ard is

present bond issue of $750,000. 
president of the company, 

general manager.
Victoria, B.C__Plans for harbor improvements Progr^

eadily. This year Victoria will have its large doc-s un 
ay> These are to be built by Sir John Jackson & Company, 

th SOmething will be accomplished also in connection wi 
f e hedging of False Creek in Vancouver. To give 
will lties for shipping, it is announced that the g0^™ a£.

establish a drydock at Esquimalt, this being s
°f the naval scheme on the Pacific. Mayor Baxter of 

a ?C0Uver, who was in Vancouver in connection 
that °tber matters" returned on the 1st instant, an re 

at it is very probable that a drydock will be built a 
tof VSr M°n8' the lines of some of the schemes propose 

1 \ News of the government grain elevator is also 
°ught back by the mavor. He does not say however hat 

no, "e* be erected right in Vancouver, but it will be do e 
>gb for this city to reap benefit from the business 

ng the waterfront of Vancouver there is hardly r 
5verrg: grain elevator, since it is a very busy 
to givlf an elevat0r is erected some dls‘anC6 f°UGreater Van
over t0 the outlying "Æ? bill to incorporate
the c ’ Wltb the passage at Ottawa of the , .1,1 hel0setharbQr commissioners of Vancouver no «me should ^

,egislafC°mpleting the Personnel of thlS ,b°aTt ’will be found 
that th10n may be effectively implemented. k;nd to
adju ere WH1 be many matters for a board jn
the and adjudkate upon, and if trade grows as 

Past, and as is anticipated, the harbor 
e kept down to steady business. _ r nv

Limi?p0;treaI’ Q“e.-The Montreal Engineering ComP^ 7.

Medi ■ ’ °f 'Montreal, has been given a ra railwayHat council to build and operate a street rail J
May ' The by-law will be submitted to the S wU, be 
apPro2-d’ wben it: is expected that the agree renewable 
for . ,ed‘ The franchise is for a twenty-year term, ^ ...
Com Urtber term of five years or more. 011 s h first

« a-d n,-h=d » “"- :rbn» ,h. d.y »
alterna'-65 of track- Power will be supp ^ ;,s 0wn 
Plant ng Current, or the company will

’ 0Perated bv natural gas supplied by the V-

ager of the Government Railways. He is appointed for a two- 
term. He will supervise and direct all departments of

and
year
the Government railways, and will be in charge of the Hudson 
Bay Railway when completed. The order provides for the 
abolition of the present Intercolonial Board of Management. 
Mr. F. P. Gutelius was born in the United States in 1864; he 
graduated as a civil engineer in 1887, and started to gain ex
perience with the Pennsylvania Co., Pittsburg, Pa. He went 
to British Columbia in 1895 and was general superintendent 
of the Columbia and Western Railway (constructing and 
operating railway between Robson and Rossland) till 1895, 
when he joined the C.P.R. He successively held positions as 
division superintendent, in the Engineering Department, as 
engineer of maintenance of ways, and became assistant chief 
engineer of eastern lines in 1906, general superintendent of 
Lake Superior division in 1908, and superintendent of the 
Eastern division in 1910. Early in 1912 he was appointed by 
the Government to investigate all expenditures on the Na
tional Transcontinental Railway, 

at Moncton, N.B.

br

He will have his head
quarters

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES GRANTED BY 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.commissioners

will
The following have completed the requirements for pro

fessional degrees as laid down by the University of Toronto :— 
F. A. Dallyn, the degree of civil engineer (C.E.); E. A. 
James, the degree of civil engineer (C.E.) ; C. H. Marrs, the 
degree of civil engineer (C.E.) ; D. L. H. Forbes, the degree 
of mining engineer (M.E.) ; A. G. Christie, the degree of me
chanical engineer (M.E.) ; E. H. Darling, the degree of 
mechanical engineer (M.E) ; G. J. Manson, the degree of me
chanical engineer (M.E.) ; R. S. Smart, the degree of me
chanical engineer (M.E.) ; P. H. Mitchell, the degree of 
electrical engineer (E.E.).

will

T3
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES ^
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, R- W’ 

Edmonton ; Hon. Secretary, W. D. Cromarty, Edmonton, Alta. f l.
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF LAND S U RVE Y OR S. -President» t0n, 

Charlesworth, Edmonton ; Secretary and Registrar, R. W. Cautley* oresi^ ' 
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS.-1^

A. C. Garner, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. G. Phillips, Regina- Mc
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—President. 

Murchy : Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina. preside
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION--^ 0^

. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Viet ^0ui 
BRITISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—Preside 

Horton ; Secretary, John Wilson, Victoria, B.C. j„nt,
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—Preside» 

Nesbitt; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H Lauer, Montreal, Que. Preset
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.-^,, OP ' 

Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont.; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Ham» pet«J
CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION.—Preside^ lf0n

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, The 
Works, Toronto, Ont. A

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS’ AS SOU* 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O- McKinnon, lof Qtt»w 

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, A-A-D‘on’
Secretary, C. E. Bawden, Birkbeck Bid., Toronto. * rhar

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—President, Hon.W- *• ,
M.P., Toronto; Secretary. James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottaw • QeO 

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.-President, Arthur 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto ; John Kelilor. Secretary 
Hamilton, Ont. —-PtevCANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION- gger. 
W. Doan, M.D., Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis 
Richmond Street West, Toronto. pfesiûe

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto. t,
J. B. Tyrrell ; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson. pres10**!'

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTB.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal- g« 
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb,

0ICANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, M-D"BUili)i|’ ' 
Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Cas pf,
Ottawa. Ont. _ Decide*11',tfa.THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.--P^ ottA, 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Dru» ’Secret“ 

RAILWAY CLUB.—President, James Coleman,

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS.

The spring meeting will be held this year at Baltimore, 
Md., May 20th to 23rd, inclusive, at the invitation of the 
Engineers’ Club, of Baltimore, and the local members of 
the society. The professional sessions have as usual been

on Meetings, while all other
w

arranged by the Committee
in' charge of the local committee under the chair-events are

manship of Layton F. Smith, past president of the En
gineers’ Club, of Baltimore.

Special railroad transportation concessions have been 
secured for members and guests attending the spring meet
ing in Baltimore, May 20th to 23rd, 1913-

The special rate of a fare and three-fifths for the round 
trip, on the certificate plan, is granted when the regular 
fare is 75 cents and upwards in United States territory.

lton'

COMING MEETINGS.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS—Spring Meeting, 

May 20-23- Secretary’s Address 29 West 39th Street, New York.
CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual Convention will be 

June 23, 24 and 25. Secretary, C. E. Bawden,held in Fort William,
Birkbeck Bid., Toronto.

THE INTERNATIONAL ROADS CONGRESS—The Third International 
Roads Congress will be held in London, England, in June. 1913. Secretary, W. 
Rees Jeffreys, Queen Anne’s Chambers, Broadway, Westminster, London, S-W.

THE CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—National Convention will 
be held in Winnipeg, Man.. July 7-9. James Lawler, Secretary, Canadian 
Forestry Association, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS—Twelfth Annual 
Meeting to be held in Canada during the summer of 1913. Secretary, W. S. 
Lecky, Victoria Memoriam Museum. Ottawa

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CEMENT USERS.—Tenth Annual Con
vention to be held at Chicago. 111., Feb. 16-20, 1914. Secretary, E. E. Kraus, 
Harrison Bid., Philadelphia, Pa.

CANADIAN
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q-

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.—Preside^.
Dubee, Montreal; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond Street, lor 

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS—President, D
Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interio . p^si^y 

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.-Toronto, TUeS° 
G. Baldwin ; Secretary, C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets t 
each month except June, July and August. ott*w

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS—President, Mr. R. A. Belange • 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, J- Chaise • 
ary, B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta. -jent* * ' 

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—Presl 
Mechin ; Corresponding Secretary, A. W. Sime. g

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF MONTREAL.—Secretary, C. M. Strang • ,,
Hall Square, Montreal. pf*9

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street West- eVe’ 
Edmund Burke ; Secretary, R- B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thur 
during the fall and winter months. . nr. (5*

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President,u geCrei
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C. ; n ,
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, w b%( 

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY.—P<’«sl^iembe'?il|j( 
Taylor ; Secretary, C. McDermid, London, England. Canadian g, a 
Council :—Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultain ana 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell. -p

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION u 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President,
Winnipeg ; Secretary, R. G. Hanford.

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS—President, J. L. Doupe •

THE Toronto. ;

sec

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester Street 
Montreal. President. Phelps Johnson; Secretary. ProfessorWest.

C. H. McLeod.
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill ;

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
MANITOBA BRANCH—Chairman. J. A. Hesketh; Secretary. E. E. Brydone- 
Jack, 83 Canada Life Building, Winnipeg. Regular meetings on first Thursday 
of every month from November to April.
OTTAWA BRANCH—

177 sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman, R. F. Uniacke, Ottawa ; Secretary. 
H. Victor Brayley. N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, A. R. Decary ; Secretary, A. Amos ; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40. City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, E. A. James : 
Secretary-Treasurer, A. Garrow. Meets last Thursday of the month at 
Engineers’ Club.

CALGARY BRANCH—Chairman, H. B. Mucklestone; Secretary-Treasurer, 
P. M. Sauder.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, G. E. G. Conway ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
F. Pardo Wilson, Address: 422 Pacific Building, Vancouver, B.C. 

VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary. R. W. MacIntyre;
Meets 2nd Thursday in each month at Club Rooms,

Si*0"6'

sec«t,<r 

Mio«‘
Treasurer, W. B. Young, Winnipeg, Man. cvdney

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J. Brown, =1 (J,
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. \derfiMc*1

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX^r (’Su 
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commi
n^ONTWRK) ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS-—President, C- p’ .
Ottawa ; Secretary. H. E. Moore, 195 Bloor St. E., Toronto. --P^rhitW*

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION^
N. Vermilyea, Belleville; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E- Far j(1
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S-Henry, Oriole. , g. R <

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION—Presiden .
Thessalon ; Secretary, L. V. Rorke, Toronto. ,ce 8U

TECHNICAL SOCIETY OF PETERBORO.-Bank of Comm 0„t. 
Peterboro. General Secretary, N. C. Mills, P.O. Box 995, Peteroo ^ go" 

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm- ’ ^
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal. _Secr6

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITEC1 • ypl’
J. E. Ganier, No- 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. _Kin^st0,’’

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING SOCIETY.
President, W. Dalziel ; Secretary. J. C. Cameron. »,„phersom p .REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, A. J. Mcv g.
Secretory, J. A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Regina. Presiden.L.r

ROïAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—r peav6 >, 
Russell, Winnipeg, Man. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, n • gtevty
Square. Montreal. Que. « L„uis B- .jr

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY—President, Prof- R" ,,«*»
Toronto; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto. nohoe'

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY. —Wallace P- u CgrP
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary. „;a<»nt, p’ ,,wl-TECHNOLOGY CLUB OF LOWER CANADA.—Preside gp
Secretary-Treasurer, E- B- Evans. Meets twice —p M— .if'

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCI BN giUlffl.
VERSITY—President. W. G. Mitchell ; Secretary. HPriV presi^giP' r 

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION- r g Ran rf,
Marshall, Edmonton. Alta. Permanent Secretary, Norm aec^ect1
Box 1317, Calgary, Alta. „ R.Niel“Lv,

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB—President, Mona9ï
W. H Rosevear. P.O. Box 1707, Winnipeg. Man. Secon 
June, July and August at Winnipeg.

Address P.O. Box 1290. 
534 Broughton Street.

Ildi"*MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION—President, Mayor Lees, Hamilton. 

Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas, Ontario.
SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 

President, George Thompson, Indian Head, Sask- ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley, 
Radisson. Sask.

THE ALBERTA L. I. D. ASSIOCATION.—President, Wm Mason, Bon 
Accord, Alta. Secy-Treasurer, James McNicol, Blackfalds, Alta.
... -the UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President. Chase. 
Hopewell. Mayor of Ottawa; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, vV. D. Lighthall, K.C. 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THE UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES—President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer. J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk, Fredericton.

UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden, Antigonish, N.S.; Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater, N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES—President. Mayor 
See, Lemberg; Secy-Treasurer, W. F. Heal, Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Planta. Nanaimo. B.C. ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. H. Bose. Surrey 
Centre, B,C.

UNION OP ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES. — President, F. P. Layton. 
Miyorof Camrose: Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird, Edmonton, Alta.

UNION OF MANITOBA MUNICIPALITIES—President, Reeve Parke, 
-pestene, Man.; Secv-Treasurer. Reeve Cardale, Oak River, Man.


